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HUMAN-ORIENTED 
sustainability
As Boyner Group, we work for 
“Human-Oriented Sustainability” 
in the fields of Democracy in 
the Workplace, Innovation, 
Environmental Impact, Value 
Chain, Social Investment and 
Stakeholder Participation.
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To explore in detail the goals of 
sustainable development, visit
kureselamaclar.org

We continue to strengthen our strong 
corporate governance tradition in the 
Boyner Group with a sustainable value 
creation approach and carry it to the future.

MESSAGE FROM THE CEO

As Boyner Group, 
we organize 
all our ways of 
doing business in 
accordance with 
the Sustainable 
Development 
Goals published by 
the United Nations 
in 2015.
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Esteemed Stakeholders,
2021 was a year in which we saw 
the economic and social effects of 
the pandemic intensively, tried to 
reduce these effects and focused on 
environmental issues.
The pandemic process has clearly 
demonstrated the importance of the 
‘’Sustainable Development Goals’’ 
of the United States signed in 2015 
to the whole world, especially to all 
institutions and companies.

As Boyner Group, we share our 
contributions to sustainability 
efforts, which have become even 
more important for the continuation 
of humanity and our world, and 
sustainability performance with all 
our stakeholders this year in our 
“Sustainability Report”.

The Sustainable Development 
Goals set important targets for all 
humanity and societies for social 
and economic sustainability.
As Boyner Group, we organize all 
our ways of doing business in a way 
that supports these 17 purposes.

For years, we have been working 
on the principle of managing the 
environmental impacts of our 
business not only in our own stores 
and factories, but also in our 
supply ecosystem and distribution 
channels.

We meticulously implement our 
strategy to increase our positive 
impact on our employees, 
customers, industry and the 
whole society with our practices 
of democracy in the workplace, 
our gender equality approach, our 
cooperation with non-governmental 
organizations, and the support we 
provide to disadvantaged groups 
and entrepreneurship ecosystem.

We continue to strengthen our 
strong corporate governance 
tradition in the Boyner Group with a 
sustainable value creation approach 
and carry it to the future.

TOTAL EMPLOYMENT OF 
BOYNER GROUP 
COMPANIES IN 2021

6.273
In the past year, when the social and 
global responsibilities of companies 
are redefined, the decisions and 
corporate practices we have taken 
as the Boyner Group are important 
not only for our group companies, 
employees, shareholders and 
business partners, but also for  
all humanity, ecosystems and  
social dynamics.

Our footprints are more important 
and decisive than ever. We have to 
pay more attention to our impact 
on the environment, society and 
humanity than ever before while 
continuing to work, produce, create 
value and difference.

In 2021, we added our “Gönülden 
İşaret” project to our “good works” 
such as 8 March World Women’s 
Day awareness campaigns, Donate 
Goodness, Cycle into Goodness, 
Boyner Group Volunteers, Good 
Works, Good Works Shop and 
Inventive, which we shaped in line 
with Sustainable Development 
Goals.

We have improved and improved 
our performance in areas such 
as the projects and products 
developed in our innovation and 
R&D centers, the sustainability of 
our supply chain, the management 
and development of our 
environmental impact, and social 
and chemical compliance.
With our Boyner Street store, 
which we opened in September, 
we started the transformation to 
reflect the sustainable, eco-friendly, 
experience-oriented retailing 
approach of the future to all our 
stores.

We aim to reduce our carbon 
footprint with our “Zero Waste” 
project and our membership in the 
Plastic Initiative for the Business 
World in our head offices.
With all these studies we have done, 
another point that I care about is 
that technology and sustainability 
are discussed together.

Both concepts are transformations 
that complement one another and 
add meaning to one another for the 
common goal.

With digital transformation, the 
results that negatively affect 
nature, especially carbon footprint, 
decrease in all traditional 
processes. Digital transformation 
also helps process management, 
such as measuring carbon footprint.
As Boyner Group, we are working 
hard to make the work we have laid 
the foundation for in this field more 
effective in the coming years.

I am pleased with the steps taken 
by all Boyner Group companies; 
together with our employees, 
shareholders and business 
partners, for a more livable 
future and a sustainable business 
environment throughout 2021.
I would like to express my gratitude 
to all Boyner Group family 
members who live and implement 
our important values such as 
responsibility, cooperation and 
solidarity and protect the Group 
values.

We will continue to want and work 
together for better for our world, 
our country, our city and the entire 
ecosystem where we share limited 
resources.

Best regards,

CEM BOYNER

The CEO and Chairman of 
the Board of Directors of 
Boyner Group
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Further information will be 
found on our website. 
boynergrup.com

BOYNER GROUP COMPANIES

5

BOYNER GROUP STORES

267

We are Turkey’s leading store and 
fashion retail group with 5 group 
companies, more than 250 stores, 
e-commerce sites, mobile applications 
and more than 6,000 employees.

BOYNER GROUP
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Boyner Group is Turkey’s leading 
store and fashion retail group 
with 5 group companies, more 
than 250 stores, e-commerce 
sites, mobile applications and 
more than 6,000 employees.

Serving in different retail 
formats ranging from multi-
storey merchandising to private 
brands, e-commerce to mobile 
applications, Boyner Group offers 
a unique shopping experience for 
the unconditional happiness of its 
millions of customers; it directs 
retail with the “firsts” it brings to 
Turkey.

WHERE 70 YEARS OF 
EXPERIENCE MEETS 
TECHNOLOGY

As Turkey’s leading store and 
fashion retail group, it transforms 
its shopping experience in all 
channels where it contacts the 
customer from stores to screens.

Boyner Group companies aim 
to provide unique shopping 
experiences to their customers 
by combining the retail and 
merchandising accumulation 
brought by 70 years of experience 
with the latest technologies and 
innovative digital services.

VALUE ADDED GROWTH

Boyner Group is the most 
important business partner of 
many giant brands in Turkey 
from domestic and international 
borders with its millions of 
customers, online and offline 
sales channels.

Boyner Group continues to 
create high added value for all 
its stakeholders while growing 
steadily with innovative startups 
and innovative digital services.
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H. CEM BOYNER

Boyner Group
The CEO and Chairman of 
the Board of Directors 

ÜMIT BOYNER

Boyner Group
Member of the Board of Directors

NEYLAN DINLER

Boyner Group
Member of the Board of Directors

KAMIL ÖZER BOZER

Boyner Group
Member of the Board of Directors

LERZAN BOYNER

Boyner Group
Member of the Board of Directors

LATIFE BOYNER

Boyner Group
Member of the Board of Directors

UMUT KOLCUOĞLU

Boyner Group
Member of the Board of Directors

TAYFUN BAYAZIT

Boyner Group
Member of the Board of Directors

You can visit our website for 
the resumes of our Board members. 
boynergrup.com

BOYNER HOLDİNG A.Ş.
MEMBERS OF 
THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
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As Boyner Group, we continue to grow 
steadily within the framework of 
our corporate values and create high 
added value for all our stakeholders.

OUR VALUES

WE ARE FOCUSED ON 
CUSTOMER HAPPINESS

We focus on offering creative 
products, services, and 
experience and providing 
improvement in every angle that 
reaches out to our customers. 
Making our customers feel 
important and prioritized in every 
action is essential for us.

WE ARE CREATIVE

Our most important features 
are the ability to discover and 
implement creative solutions 
and approaches, to think and 
implement what has not been 
tried and done, to continuously 
evaluate and improve the way of 
doing business, to support the 
emergence of new ideas in the 
managed team, and to be able 
to ask “Why not?”. Our source of 
inspiration for innovativeness is 
our customers

WE ARE COURAGEOUS

We can take quick decisions, 
be flexible when necessary, 
and accept and support change 
favorably. Driving change in a 
timely manner when required is 
part of our core values.

WE ARE PASSIONATE

We work eagerly to be the leader 
in our business. We create 
a motivational and inspiring 
environment for our team 
members; our positive attitude is 
reflected in our team members; 
we focus on objectives and work 
with passion. Working pleasantly 
is a key characteristic of Boyner 
Group employees.

WE LEARN CONTINUOUSLY

We are always learning and 
continuously updating our 
professional expertise. We not 
only improve and train others 
but also obtain information from 
various resources and create 
a vision of how our work can 
develop. Teamwork and individual 
productivity is a prerequisite for 
all Boyner Group employees.

WE ARE RESPONSIBLE

It is indispensable for Boyner 
Group employees to contribute to 
society, to support to contribute, 
to be a “good person, good 
employee, good citizen” with an 
ethical, transparent, accountable, 
and sustainable approach 
towards teammates, business 
partners, customers, and society, 
and to carry out their business 
while being aware of the social, 
economic, and environmental 
responsibilities of their behaviors 
and actions.

WE ARE A BIG FAMILY

We always work with mutual 
trust, respect, participation, 
justice, and collaboration – as a 
family. We continuously provide 
all Boyner Group employees 
the opportunity to work and get 
promotions based solely on their 
merits and performance without 
any discrimination. Our main 
principle is to enjoy and share  
the reliability, warmth, and  
joy of a family.
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WE ARE FOCUSED ON 
CUSTOMER 
HAPPINESS

WE ARE
CREATIVE

WE ARE
PASSIONATE

WE ARE
COURAGEOUS

WE ARE 
A BIG FAMILY

WE LEARN 
CONTINUOUSLY

WE ARE 
RESPONSIBLE
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BOYNER GROUP 
IN FIGURES

ALTINYILDIZ
FABRIK A

764

BOYNER BÜYÜK
MAĞA Z ACILIK

4.318
BOYNER

GROUP

6.273

BR
MAGA Z ACILIK

1.048

7865
HOPIBOYNER HOLDING

TOTAL NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES

ALTINYILDIZ
FABRIK A

288

BOYNER BÜYÜK
MAĞA Z ACILIK

2.085
BOYNER

GROUP

2.846

BR
MAGA Z ACILIK

404

4365
HOPIBOYNER HOLDING

TOTAL NUMBER OF FEMALE EMPLOYEES

BOYNER BÜYÜK 
MAĞAZACILIK A.Ş. 
TOTAL EMPLOYMENT IN 2021

4.318

BR MAĞAZACILIK A.Ş.
TOTAL EMPLOYMENT IN 2021

1.048

You can visit our website for 
the resumes of our Board members. 
boynergrup.com
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NUMBER OF HEAD OFFICE EMPLOYEES

ALTINYILDIZ
FABRIKA

BR
MAĞAZACILIK

HOPI BOYNER BÜYÜK
MAĞAZACILIK

BOYNER
HOLDING

192 398
78

702

65
BOYNER
GROUP

1.435

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES PARTICIPATING IN TRAINING

ALTINYILDIZ
FABRIKA

BR
MAGAZACILIK

HOPI BOYNER BÜYÜK
MAĞAZACILIK

BOYNER
HOLDING

2.220 206
76

4.210

57
BOYNER
GROUP

6.769

TOTAL NUMBER OF EXECUTIVES

ALTINYILDIZ
FABRIKA

BR
MAĞAZACILIK

HOPI BOYNER BÜYÜK
MAĞAZACILIK

BOYNER
HOLDING

23 296
22

844

18
BOYNER
GROUP

1.203
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ALTINYILDIZ TEKSTIL VE 
KONFEKSIYON A.Ş.
TOTAL EMPLOYMENT IN 2021

764

TOTAL EMPLOYMENT 
CREATED IN BOYNER 
STORES IN 2021

90

HOPI TOTAL EMPLOYMENT 
IN 2021

78

BOYNER HOLDING A.Ş.
TOTAL EMPLOYMENT IN 2021

65

TOTAL EMPLOYMENT 
CREATED IN BR STORES  
IN 2021

58
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Altınyıldız
Fabrika

BR 
Mağazacılık

Hopi
Boyner 
Büyük 

Mağazacılık

Boyner
Holding

Boyner 
Group Total

NUMBER OF STORE 
EMPLOYEES - 650 - 3.616 - 4.838

NUMBER OF FACTORY 
EMPLOYEES 572 - - - - 572

RATIO OF FEMALE EMPLOYEES 38% 39% 55% 48% 40% 45%

NUMBER OF FEMALE 
EMPLOYEES AMONG HEAD 
OFFICE EMPLOYEES

47 210 43 350 26 676

RATIO OF FEMALE EMPLOYEES 
AMONG HEAD OFFICE 
EMPLOYEES

24% 53% 55% 50% 40% 47%

NUMBER OF FEMALE 
EMPLOYEES AMONG STORE 
EMPLOYEES

- 194 - 1.735 - 1.929

RATIO OF FEMALE EMPLOYEES 
AMONG STORE EMPLOYEES - 30% - 48% - 40%

NUMBER OF FEMALE 
EXECUTIVES 4 79 11 360 11 465

RATIO OF FEMALE 
EXECUTIVES 17% 27% 50% 43% 61% 39%

TOTAL NUMBER OF 
EXECUTIVES IN HEAD OFFICES 23 115 22 508 18 686

NUMBER OF FEMALE 
EXECUTIVES IN HEAD OFFICES 4 50 11 238 11 314

RATIO OF FEMALE 
EXECUTIVES IN HEAD OFFICES 17% 43% 50% 47% 61% 46%

TOTAL NUMBER OF 
EXECUTIVES IN STORES - 181 - 336 - 517

NUMBER OF FEMALE 
EXECUTIVES IN STORES - 29 - 122 - 151

RATIO OF FEMALE 
EXECUTIVES IN STORES - 16% - 36% - 29%

NUMBER OF FEMALE 
EMPLOYEES PARTICIPATING IN 
TRAINING

789 89 41 2.104 34 3.057

RATIO OF FEMALE EMPLOYEES 
AMONG THOSE PARTICIPATING 
IN TRAINING AND 
DEVELOPMENT WORK

764 1.048 78 4.318 65 6.273
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BOYNER GROUP AWARDS

Boyner Group won the Silver 
Award in the Social Media 
Awards Turkey in the Gender 
Equality category!

Boyner Group won Felis Awards 
in different categories with 
the 8 March World Women’s 
Day Breathtaking Discounts 
Communication Campaign!

Felis Awards
Film Section Integrated 
Campaigns Section

Achievement Awards
Digital and Mobile Department 
Social Responsibility and 
Sustainability Department Social 
Media Department

As Boyner Group, 
we continue to 
receive awards 
in different fields 
for successful 
and prominent 
projects we have 
implemented.

OUR AWARDS
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HOPI AWARDS

Boyner won Turkey CXA’21 
B2B Customer Experience 
Category First Prize with Hyper 
Personalization Project!

Hopi Ar Project has been added to 
the list of Turkey’s Most Innovative 
Companies by Fast Company!

BOYNER GROUP AWARDS

Recycling Awards 2021 Design 
Category First was Boyner Street!

Cloud Cost Efficiency Award for 
SAP Hana Project!

Most Creative Content Award at 
Lift Awards 2021!

Boyner won the Golden Prize in 
the Social Media Awards Turkey in 
the Retailing Category!

Babası Kılıklı Advertisement  
Film won the Bronze Award  
in Crystal Apple!

BR MAĞAZACILIK AWARDS

In the Social Media Awards  
Turkey organized by Marketing 
Turkey, the Men’s clothing 
category belongs to the  
Bronze Award Boyner!

BR Mağazacılık won the Bronze 
Award in the Men’s Clothing 
category at the Echo Awards!

At Hilltown Izmir Shopping Mall, 
BR Mağazacılık won the 
First Prize in the Christmas 
Showcase Decoration Competition 
with its 100% Sustainable 
Showcase Project.

Altınyıldız Classics won the 
Bronze Award in the Social Media 
Awards Turkey in the Men’s 
Clothing Category!
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SUSTAINABILITY
VISION
Boyner Group’s Sustainability 
Management approach is based on 
transparency, openness, accountability, 
and participation.

The sustainability activities gathered 
under the main headings of work 
environments respecting human dignity, 
the establishment of democracy in 
the workplace, environmentally friendly 
practices, sustainable supply chain, 
innovation, community investment, and 
corporate volunteering are planned by 
creating platforms that will ensure the 
participation of internal and external 
stakeholders in the policies and practices 
and allow for the collection of their 
contributions and evaluations. 

As we identify the goals of our activities 
with the references of Global Compact 
and Sustainable Development Goals, we 
prioritize the establishment of 
partnerships to achieve these goals.

To explore in detail the goals of 
sustainable development, visit
unglobalcompact.org
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We work together for the future with the 
“Human-Oriented Sustainability” model.

BOYNER GROUP 
SUSTAINABILITY MODEL

We work for 
“Human-Oriented 
Sustainability” 
in the fields of 
Democracy in 
the Workplace, 
Innovation, 
Environmental 
Impact, Value 
Chain, Social 
Investment and 
Stakeholder 
Participation.
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DEMOCRACY IN THE WORKPLACE

INNOVATION

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

VALUE CHAIN

INVESTMENT IN SOCIETY

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT



DEMOCRACY IN 
THE WORKPLACE
We support the “open 
communication” environment 
in which all Boyner Group 
employees can freely express 
their ideas and suggestions, 
and we care that they 
add value to life under 
equal conditions without 
distinction of status.
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UNION MEMBER 
EMPLOYEES WORKING 
IN ALTINYILDIZ TEKSTIL

RATIO OF UNION 
MEMBER FEMALE 
EMPLOYEES WORKING IN 
ALTINYILDIZ TEKSTIL

572

%46

We support an “open communication” 
environment in which all our employees 
can freely express their own ideas 
and suggestions.

EMPLOYEE RIGHTS

DEMOCRACY IN THE WORKPL ACE

To explore in detail 
the goals of 
sustainable 
development, visit
kureselamaclar.org
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Transparency, openness, 
accountability and participation 
form the basis of the corporate 
governance approach in Boyner 
Group.

In the Boyner Group, an “open 
communication” environment is 
supported in which all employees 
can freely express their own 
ideas and suggestions.
Employees are encouraged 
to share their opinions and 
suggestions through internal 
communication channels.
It is believed that sharing all 
kinds of opinions, suggestions 
and criticisms of each employee 
related to his/her work will 
improve the group.

In case of any conflict in the 
working environment, all 
employees are heard under equal 
conditions, without distinction of 
status.

Establishment of employee rights 
and establishment of human 
rights in working environments 
and suppliers are handled within 
the scope of the principle of 
“democracy in the workplace”.
It is a goal to define and 
implement work and work 
environments that are worthy of 
human dignity.

We care that the principle of 
equality brings justice to the 
results for all identities, and 
we operate the necessary 
mechanisms to ensure it.
The right to freedom of 
association and collective 
bargaining, which is the right of 
citizenship of employees in the 
Boyner Group and in the supply 
network, is recognized and 
appropriate environments are 
provided for the aforementioned 
claims of employees.

EQUAL TREATMENT 
PRINCIPLE

We think that in Boyner Group, it 
is unacceptable to discriminate 
based on factors such as race, 
color, gender, religion, marital 
status, sexual orientation, 
political view or affiliation, ethnic 
identity, health status, family 
responsibilities, union activity or 
membership, disability, or age.

EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES

In Boyner Group working 
environments, attention is 
paid to the application of the 
advertisements made during 
the recruitment process, the 
questions asked to the candidates 
in the interviews, career planning 
in business life, and the training 
and development planning of the 
employees in a way that ensures 
equal opportunities.

FREEDOM OF ASSOCIATION

All kinds of freedom of 
association of employees are 
seen as rights. Blue-collar 
employees working at Altinyildiz 
Tekstil A.S., which is part of 
Boyner Group, are members 
of a union and have the right 
to draw up a collective labor 
agreement through the labor 
union representing them.

Employees of Altinyildiz Tekstil 
ve Konfeksiyon A.S. are members 
of TEKSİF (Textile, Knitting and 
Clothing Industry Workers’ Union 
of Turkey) affiliated with TÜRK-İŞ.
There are four trade union 
representatives, one of whom is 
the chief representative. Among 
union member employees, the 
proportion of female employees 
is 46%.

In Boyner Group, employees 
are encouraged to volunteer 
in structures such as trade 
associations and 

non-governmental organizations.
Regarding political party 
memberships and activities, our 
employees have the freedom to 
become members of any political 
party or participate in their 
activities within the framework of 
their civil rights.

The principles of working 
in this regard are defined in 
our handbook as “not to use 
company time and assets 
for these activities in the 
organization of political parties 
or political formations, not to 
spread political opinion or belief 
propaganda in the company 
working environments or in the 
environments representing the 
company, and not to engage in 
promotional activities”.

Establishment of 
employee rights 
and establishment 
of human rights 
in working 
environments 
and suppliers are 
handled within 
the scope of 
the principle of 
“democracy in 
the workplace” 
and we provide 
work and  work 
environments 
that are worthy of 
human dignity.
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RATIO OF FEMALE 
EXECUTIVES OF ALL BOYNER 
GROUP SUBSIDIARIES

%39

RATIO OF FEMALE 
MEMBER OF BOARD OF 
DIRECTORS OF BOYNER 
GROUP

%59

In order to achieve the goal of 
gender equality, which is also seen as
a matter of democracy, we 
primarily provide “workplace peace”.

GENDER EQUALITY

DEMOCRACY IN THE WORKPL ACE

To explore in detail 
the goals of 
sustainable 
development, visit
kureselamaclar.org
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%55%45 BOYNER GRUP

%40%60 BOYNER HOLDING

%48%52 BOYNER BÜYÜK MAĞA Z ACILIK

%55%45 HOPI

%39%61 BR MAĞA Z ACILIK

%38%62 ALTINYILDIZ TEKSTIL

With the dissemination of the 
“Gender Equality” principle, 
which is the fifth article of  
the 17 Sustainable Development 
Goals, it is planned to eliminate 
all kinds of discrimination against 
women and girls. While the 
elimination of this discrimination 
is a basic human right, it is of 
critical importance to accelerate 
sustainable development.

Gender Equality is an important 
part of the company culture and 
is one of the most important 
goals that the Boyner Group 
bases on in line with the 
principles of governance. 
In order to achieve the goal of 
gender equality, which is also 
seen as a matter of democracy 
in the Boyner Group, “workplace 
peace” is primarily provided.

In corporate governance, it is 
thought that it is a necessity to 
ensure diversity and equality of 
women and men, and the culture 
of democracy is considered 
important in the workplace.

RATIO OF FEMALE/MALE EMPLOYEES

ALTINYILDIZ
FABRIKA

BR
MAGAZACILIK

HOPI BOYNER BÜYÜK
MAĞAZACILIK

BOYNER
HOLDING

BOYNER
GRUP

20
34

5
7

3

6
3

4
5

9

4

8

  TOTAL BOARD MEMBERS       FEMALE BOARD MEMBERS
TOTAL AND FEMALE MEMBER OF  
THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
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GENDER EQUALIT Y

RATIO OF FEMALE 
EXECUTIVES IN BOYNER 
GROUP STORES

%29

RATIO OF FEMALE 
EMPLOYEES AMONG BOYNER 
GROUP STORE EMPLOYEES

%40

RATIO OF FEMALE 
EXECUTIVES IN 
BOYNER BUYUK 
MAGAZACILIK STORES

%36

RATIO OF FEMALE 
EMPLOYEES AMONG BOYNER 
BUYUK MAGAZACILIK STORE 
EMPLOYEES

%48
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RATIO OF FEMALE EMPLOYEES AMONG HEAD OFFICE EMPLOYEES

ALTINYILDIZ
FABRIKA

BR
MAĞAZACILIK

HOPI BOYNER BÜYÜK
MAĞAZACILIK

BOYNER
HOLDING

BOYNER
GRUP

%47
%24

%53 %55 %50 %40

RATIO OF FEMALE EMPLOYEES AMONG THOSE PARTICIPATING IN TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT WORK

ALTINYILDIZ
FABRIKA

BR
MAĞAZACILIK

HOPI BOYNER BÜYÜK
MAĞAZACILIK

BOYNER
HOLDING

BOYNER
GRUP

%45 %36 %43 %54 %50 %60

RATIO OF FEMALE EXECUTIVES IN HEAD OFFICES

ALTINYILDIZ
FABRIKA

BR
MAĞAZACILIK

HOPI BOYNER BÜYÜK
MAĞAZACILIK

BOYNER
HOLDING

BOYNER
GRUP

%46

%17

%43 %50 %47
%61
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Thanks to the democratic environment 
within the company, we easily reveal 
creative and promising entrepreneurial 
projects.

IN-HOUSE 
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
CULTURE

DEMOCRACY IN THE WORKPL ACE

To discover our groundbreaking works, 
you can visit our website at
boynergrup.com/tr/ezberbozan-islerimiz

Boyner Group 
received the 
“Human Resources 
Award that Makes 
a Difference” in the 
PERYÖN Human 
Management 
Awards for 
its in-house 
entrepreneurship.

In Boyner Group, innovation 
culture is handled with 
the understanding of free 
environment provided to 
employees and democracy in the 
workplace.

Beyond the possibility of 
internal democracy and open 
communication channels, it is 
believed to be a prerequisite for 
a successful and happy business 
life.

Thanks to this democratic 
environment, creative and 
entrepreneurial projects are 
easily heard, produced and 
implemented.

Those who work to embrace the 
values of courage, creativity and 
entrepreneurship in the Boyner 
Group DNA and to integrate them 
into the daily flow are supported 
to produce creative ideas and 
improve themselves.

The creativity that exists in 
the DNA of the Boyner Group 
employees has revealed the 
Advantage Card, the T-Box and 
countless other inventions.

The systematic dissemination of 
the “in-house entrepreneurship 
culture”, which makes a 
difference in competition, and its 
placement in the daily flow and 
making it sustainable, contributed 
to the receipt of this award.
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HIGHLIGHTS FROM BOYNER GROUP IN-HOUSE ENTREPRENEURSHIP CULTURE PROJECTS

For more information, scan the QR code 
in the lower left corner of the page

THE APP FOR 
SHOPPING IS HOPI!

For more information, scan the QR code 
in the lower left corner of the page

For more information, scan the QR code 
in the lower left corner of the page

For more information, scan the QR code 
in the lower left corner of the page

MORHIPO THE TWO-DOOR 
ADDRESS OF FASHION IN 
E-COMMERCE!

For more information, scan the QR code 
in the lower left corner of the page

ADVANTAGE CARD TURKEY 
AND EUROPE ‘S FIRST 
INSTALLMENT CREDIT CARD

CALL BACK-UP WHEN 
YOU DON’T KNOW 
WHO TO CALL!

WE GOT TSHIRT
 IN THE BOX!

For more information, scan the QR code 
in the lower left corner of the page

MEETING POINT OF SOCIAL
ENTREPRENEURS

For more information, scan the QR code 
in the lower left corner of the page

MY ASSISTANT:
APP THAT REMOVES 
BORDERS IN RETAILING

For more information, scan the QR code 
in the lower left corner of the page

For more information, scan the QR code 
in the lower left corner of the page

SEÇ GELSIN : WHEREVER 
YOU WANT TO ORDER

EASY RETURN, PAYMENT 
AT THE DOOR AND LIVE 
TRACKING
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TOTAL NUMBER OF 
EMPLOYEES PARTICIPATING 
IN TRAINING IN 2021

6.769

NUMBER OF FEMALE 
EMPLOYEES PARTICIPATING 
IN TRAINING IN 2021

3.057

We carry out training, communication and 
development activities with employees.

EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT 
AND DEVELOPMENT

DEMOCRACY IN THE WORKPL ACE

To explore in detail 
the goals of 
sustainable 
development, visit
kureselamaclar.org
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BOYNER
HOLDING

ALTINYILDIZ
FABRIKA

BR
MAGAZACILIK

HOPI BOYNER BÜYÜK
MAĞAZACILIK

789

2.220

89

206
41

76

2.104

4.210
34

57

EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT

As Boyner Group, our activities 
are carried out under the 
heading of communication 
with employees who are the 
basic components of business 
processes.

Employees are reached out 
through various channels and all 
activities conducted throughout 
the year and the group’s current 
news is shared with them.

Employees are informed 
through internal and external 
communication channels, their 
opinions and suggestions are 
received; the latest news and 
information about open positions 
in group companies, individual 
successes of companies, 
employee-specific campaigns, 
information about the institution’s 
history and managers, 
conferences organized, projects 
in the field of corporate 
responsibility and volunteering 
activities are shared.

In addition to internal 
communication channels, 
the Boyner Group website 
strengthens communication 
with internal and external 
stakeholders, while 

simultaneously providing the 
most up-to-date news and 
information about the company 
on social media.

Ethics committees and 
Occupational Health and Safety 
Committees are defined as 
mechanisms by which employees 
participate in management.

EMPLOYEE DEVELOPMENT

In Boyner Group companies, the 
principle of equal opportunities 
is also adopted for training and 
development areas and various 
training and development 
programs are implemented.

Participation in all training 
sessions such as personal 
development, professional 
development, occupational 
health and employee safety 
for employees, training hours 
and training investment 
metrics are followed up with 
gender breakdown. With the 
measurements made for training 
and development, which is one of 
the areas where the principle of 
equal opportunities is followed, 
deficiencies are determined 
every year and the actions of the 
next year are planned.

In Boyner Group 
companies, the 
principle of equal 
opportunities 
is also adopted 
for training and 
development 
areas and various 
training and 
development 
programs are 
implemented.

NUMBER OF TOTAL EMPLOYEES AND  
FEMALE EMPLOYEES PARTICIPATING IN TRAINING   TOTAL EMPLOYEE       FEMALE EMPLOYEES
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NUMBER OF STUDENTS 
PARTICIPATING IN 
 “DATA-BASED MARKETING 
AND CRM APPLICATIONS” 
TRAINING

28
RATIO OF FEMALE 
EMPLOYEES PARTICIPATING 
IN TRAINING IN 2021

%45
Continuous Learning / In-Field 
Trainer Program - Gelişim Elçileri 
(Development Ambassadors)

Our “Gelişim Elçileri 
(Development Ambassadors)” 
program is continuing in order 
to create in-house trainers 
who can master brand and 
service standards in our stores 
and can integrate training 
and development with their 
performances in sales.
Development Ambassadors 
analyzes the needs, informs 
store director and managers 
according to the results that he/ 
she obtained, and organizes

BOYNER GRUP ACADEMY

Founded in 2018, Boyner Group 
Academy acts as a strategic 
partner in the development 
of group companies and puts 
human, culture and technology at 
the center of all its studies.
It works for the continuous 
learning and development of our 
group employees by designing 
sustainable and structured 
training programs.
With its technology focus, it has 
digitized all trainings and made 
them portable in time and space.
In this way, it can instantly 
access and transfer information 
to all employees in different 
geographies of Turkey.

Boyner Group Academy carries 
out social responsibility activities 
not only to contribute to the 
development of our employees 
but also to the society.
In addition, under the LiveWell 
brand, which we believe will 
make a great contribution 
to the employee experience, 
information, webinars and 
trainings on different topics are 
implemented for the emotional 
and mental well-being of our 
teams.

YEAR OF ESTABLISHMENT 
OF BOYNER GROUP 
ACADEMY

Digitalization / E.Mobil in Training

E.Mobil, the distance learning 
platform of Boyner Group 
Academy, provides instant access 
to specially prepared training 
journeys for all employees with 
different job descriptions
E.Mobil has personalized 
development journeys, 
assessment exams, surveys, 
digital certificates, instant 
notifications, in-house 
notifications, in-class training, 
and webinars for employees of 
the headquarters and stores
It also supports the increase 
of productivity with the 
measurement and evaluation 
practices carried out as a result 
of the training.

EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT AND DEVELOPMENT

2018

SECTION 02
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the necessary actions on online/
offline platforms at the points 
anticipated in the development 
need.

Agile Leadership/Manager 
Training Programs

The Agile Leadership Program 
is designed to support each 
manager in the process of 
becoming an “effective leader”.
The programs of the field and 
center employees are carried out 
separately.

The trainings developed with the 
agile management approach aim 
to provide digital competencies 
with the flexibility and technology 
focus to adapt effectively to 
changing conditions by leaving 
the leadership and development 
responsibility to the individuals.
These programs are supported 
by the Mentoring Program to 
keep company memory and 
internal culture dynamic.
With the Mentoring Program, 
which we have been successfully 
continuing for 4 years, we aim 
to strengthen the Boyner Group 
culture and create an opportunity 
for mutual learning by getting to 
know our talents better.

Investment in Society / Support 
for Women and University 
Collaborations

Within the scope  of ‘being 
responsible‘, which is one of 
the values of our Boyner Group 
Academy group, it also carries 
out projects that will benefit the 
development of the society.
By cooperating with local 
governments, it organizes 
trainings in order to support 
women between the ages of 
18-45 to have a profession 
or return to business life. 
In addition, it designs joint 
education programs with many 
universities and shares its 
sectoral experiences under titles 
such as retail management, 
basic merchandising and data 
management. In cooperation 
with Boyner Group Academy 
and Maltepe Municipality 
Women-Family Directorate, the 
“Basic Merchandising Training 
Program” was prepared for 
women between the ages of 18 
and 45 living in the district. In 
this context, the program, which 
was first carried out in 2020 and 
aims to increase the proportion 
of female employees in Turkey, 
included different topics such 
as “Retail Sector in the World 
and Turkey”, “Unconditional 
Customer Happiness and 
Service Standards”, “Visual 
Arrangement” and “E-Commerce” 
in the training prepared by expert 
managers and Boyner Group 
Academy trainers. 

The certificates of our women 
who successfully completed 
the program were delivered by 
Maltepe Mayor Ali Kilic. 

In the project carried out with 
the partnership with Hopi and 
Arel University, students from 
different departments among 
3rd and 4th grade students were 
included in the “Data-Based 
Marketing and CRM Applications” 
training program. A training 
program consisting of 13 
modules was prepared for the 28 
students who participated in the 
training.

Our group company Hopi 
managers and directors who 
support the program, provide 
training for the topics such as 
‘’Brand Loyalty and The Role of 
Content in a Changing World”, 
“New Trends and Technology 
in Marketing Communication”, 
“Campaign and Campaign 
Fictions”, “What is Big Data? Its 
Areas of Usage & Benefits”, and 
“Product Management in the 
Digital World” to the students and 
share their own knowledge and 
visions. Our pieces of training 
started in October and are 
scheduled to end at the beginning 
of February.

Boyner Group 
Academy acts 
as a strategic 
partner in the 
development of 
group companies 
and prepares 
sustainable 
education 
programs by 
putting people at 
the center of all 
studies.
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NUMBER OF PEOPLE 
PARTICIPATING IN THE 
TRAINING GIVEN WITHIN THE 
SCOPE OF OCCUPATIONAL 
HEALTH AND SAFET Y IN THE 
BOYNER GROUP IN 2021

8.448 l torecer pratiem romnostiaes ad dius 
morbit publiciptem egerendicas atiore.

OCCUPATIONAL 
HEALTH AND SAFETY
As Boyner Group, we establish healthy 
and safe working conditions.

DEMOCRACY IN THE WORKPL ACE

To explore in detail 
the goals of 
sustainable 
development, visit
kureselamaclar.org
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OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH 
AND SAFETY

It is one of our priorities to 
establish safe and reliable 
working conditions befitting 
human dignity for Boyner Group 
employees. Occupational Health 
and Safety Management are 
addressed under “Liabilities 
of the Employer”, “Powers and 
Responsibilities of the Employer 
Representative”, “Liabilities of 
the Employee”. In this context, all 
employees in our organization 
and the whole management team 
that manage works and leads 
people to participate in OHS 
management within the context of 
their powers and responsibilities. 
Employee representatives are 
assigned to Occupational Health 
and Safety boards.

* Includes Basic Occupational Health and Safety Training, Occupational Health and Safety Renewal Training, First Aid Training, Training of Emergency Teams, 
Hygiene Training, Working at Height Training”. * Covid and Emergency Information Training sessions were included in 2020 and 2021.

The records, tracking and reports 
of all Occupational Health and 
Safety activities are monitored 
on a shared software that 
provides instant status reports, 
that instantly displays the areas 
for corrective actions, and that 
is able to provide performance 
reports in relation to all OHS 
legal responsibilities. 

Our guides that are prepared 
separately for employees, 
executives, and guests are used 
as supplementary references 
for the establishment of an 
occupational health and safety 
culture.

In 2021, Covid-19 information 
trainings and disaster emergency 
trainings were provided to 

the employees with webinars 
organized with the support of the 
Boyner Group Academy.
A total of 2.765 people 
participated to these training 
sessions throughout the group.

20212017 2018 2019 2020

NUMBER OF PERSONS PARTICIPATING IN OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND 
SAFETY TRAINING AND TRAINING HOURS

3.810
27.760 hour

6.574
53.032 hour

4.358
34.964 hour 5.975

16.437 hour
8.448
31.951 hour

Boyner Group 
effectively 
uses the guide 
publications 
prepared 
separately for 
its employees, 
managers and 
guests for 
the formation 
and spread of 
the culture of 
occupational 
health and safety.
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OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH 
AND SAFETY BOARDS

In the locations where they 
work, there are 61 Occupational 
Health and Safety Committees 
responsible for legal compliance 
with occupational health and 
safety, implementation of 
measures taken, near miss 
notifications and identification of 
regulatory actions. 74 employee 
representatives take part in these 
committees .

Boyner Group includes;

• Appointment of OHS Specialist 
in 17 locations

• Appointment of Workplace 
Physician in 17 locations

• Appointment of Workplace 
Nurse in 2 locations

• 61 Occupational Health and 
Safety Committees  and 74 
employee representatives 
working in these boards.

Altınyıldız Tekstil has an OHS 
specialist and a physician and 
nurse.Four employees/union 
representatives work in the OHS 
Committee.

While there are 13 occupational 
health and safety experts 
appointed within the body of 
Boyner g A.Ş., there are 13 
workplace physicians assigned 
to the store and head office. 57 
Occupational Health and Safety 
Committees  include 61 employee 
representatives

1  occupational health and safety 
specialist, physician and nurse 
work in Boyner Holding A.Ş. There 
are 4  employee representatives 
in the Committee of Occupational 
Health and Safety.

1 occupational health and 
safety specialist and physician 
are involved in BR Mağazacılık 
Tic A.Ş. There are 4 employee 
representatives in the Committee 
of Occupational Health and Safety.

1 occupational health and safety 
specialist and physician are 
involved in Hopi (BNR Teknoloji 
A.Ş.). There are 2 employee 
representatives in the Committee 
of Occupational Health and Safety.

NUMBER OF PERSONS 
PARTICIPATING IN COVID-19 
INFORMATION TRAINING 
AND DISASTER EMERGENCY 
TRAINING IN 2021

2.765

We explain that 
notifications are 
important in our 
trainings, albeit 
small, and that 
this information 
should be 
communicated in 
order to eliminate 
the cause of the 
problem.

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFET YSECTION 02
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OCCUPATIONAL ACCIDENT 
STATISTICS

Due to the awareness that we 
have created in this regard, we 
can now explain the increase 
in our occupational accident 
statistics by reporting every 
possible accident in the working 
environment.

As employees do not consider 
small injuries such as scratches 
as occupational accidents and 
do not report these to relevant 
units, we have been telling in 
pieces of training that we have 
been conducting during the last 7 
years that reporting is important 
and that such information, even 
if it is minor, must be reported in 
order to ensure that the reason of 
the problem is eliminated.

In this context, we can say that 
previously neglected notifications 
were submitted by applying to 
relevant units without being 
neglected in recent years.

Top three accident causes that 
stand out when we analyze the 
accidents;

Negligence of employees:

Accidents due to slipping, falling, 
hitting, and tripping caused by 
absent-mindedness or impulsive 
movements, although necessary 
measures have been taken.

Deformation of equipment 
or tools used in the work 
environment:

In 2018, we intensified our pieces 
of training to ensure that near 
miss notifications are important 
to prevent these accidents.

We use both training and 
information posters to ensure 
that employees immediately 
communicate defects related 
to their use in the workplace to 
the relevant units and that these 
notifications have a preventative 
nature to possible accidents.

Behavior of employees in 
violation of OHS rules:

The main reasons are the 
nonconformities in the use of 
stairs in warehouses and similar 
examples that we can define 
as violating the procedures 
established within the scope of 
Occupational Health Safety.

*Those which did not cause loss of labor have been included.

RATIO OF THE TOTAL NUMBER OF OCCUPATIONAL ACCIDENTS TO THE TOTAL NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES

%1,74 %1,87
%2,40

%1,94 %1,932019

2018
2017

2020 2021

With our 61 
committees and 
74 employee 
representatives, 
we ensure legal 
compliance on 
occupational 
health and safety, 
implementation 
of measures 
taken, near miss 
notifications and 
identification of 
regulatory actions.
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ANTI-CORRUPTION AND 
ETHICS COMMITTEES
Boyner Group are committed to 
providing honest and transparent 
service by fighting corruption.

ANTI-CORRUPTION

Providing honest, transparent 
services and carrying on a 
business in line with anti-
corruption regulations are among 
the Boyner Group’s commitments.

With this policy that constitutes 
an integral part of Boyner Group’s 
ethical rules, it is aimed to 
prevent bribery and corruption 
in all Boyner Group activities 
and to ensure compliance with 
legal regulations, ethical and 
professional principles, and 
universal rules. Boyner Group 
Anti-Corruption Policy covers not 
only Boyner Group employees, 
but also all stakeholders and 
business partners acting on 
behalf of Boyner Group. In other 
words, it covers all Boyner Group 
employees including board 
members, and all persons and 
organizations working or doing 
business on behalf of Boyner 
Group, including the companies 
used for the outsourcing of 
services and their employees, 
suppliers, consultants, lawyers, 
and external auditors.

ANTI-CORRUPTION POLICY 
IS A SUPPLEMENTARY  
PART OF;

• Legal regulations, Human Resources 
code of practice and Collective Labor 
Agreement,
• The principles which are undertaken 
to be complied with by joining the 
United Nations’ Global Compact,
• Corporate Management Principles, 
Boyner Group Ethical Principles.
• Regulation and modification 
of ethical principles are under 
the authority of Boyner Group 
management.
• Necessary sanctions are imposed 
in case of any behaviors displayed by 
Boyner Group employees in violation 
of these principles.

Boyner Group Ethics Committee 
is authorized to review and report 
such issues.

Boyner Group employees report 
any situations encountered or 
suspected of with respect to 
bribery and corruption to the 
notification address of Boyner 
Group Ethics Committee.

“Anti-Corruption 
Policy”, which is a 
part of the ethical 
rules, aims to 
prevent bribery 
and corruption in 
all Boyner Group 
activities, and to 
comply with legal 
regulations, ethical 
and professional 
principles and 
universal rules.

DEMOCRACY IN THE WORKPL ACE

To explore in detail 
the goals of 
sustainable 
development, visit
kureselamaclar.org
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ETHICS COMMITTEE

Under the guidance of working 
principles, there are ethical 
committees in the in-house 
structures of the companies and 
in Boyner Holding A.S.
In cases that violate Boyner 
Group values and working 
principles or laws, to review 
warnings, complaints, and 
reports, to make the necessary 
assessments, and to respond 
to the employee’s notifications 
are duties of these ethics’ 
committees.

In all Boyner Group companies, 
a communication channel for 
applications was created by 
defining e-mail addresses 
specific to each company’s 
ethics committee so that ethical 
problems or situations could 
be reported by employees.  
Employees can report an 
unethical situation or incident to 
the ethics committee in their own 
company. In order to solve the 
problem, verification research 
is started, and as a result of the 
accuracy of the case, the details 
of the investigation are recorded 
with a reporting system. Ethics 
committees can recommend 
a variety of sanctions, ranging 
from termination of a business 
relationship if they find that it 
constitutes a violation. Employee 
representatives elected by the 
votes of company employees 
also serve on the ethics 
committees. Among the criteria 
for nomination for employee 
representatives, there are to 
work in the company where 
he/she has been a candidate 
for the ethics committee for 
at least three years and not to 
have received any warnings 
or sanctions on ethical issues 
before. Employee representatives 
are elected by the votes of the 
employees. Ethical behaviors 
and transparency, which are 

clearly defined in the ‘’Working 
Principles” of Boyner Group, are 
seen as a responsibility of all 
employees. Working principles 
are defined in the handbook, 
which indicates that employees 
should first exercise their 
notice-notification rights in the 
company ethics committees 
where they work for unethical 
situations in accordance with our 
working principles handbook, 
however, they can also refer 
to Boyner Holding A.S. ethics 
committee within reasonable 
justifications. Within the scope 
of the Boyner Group Working 
Principles, ethics committees 
mainly work on “Democracy 
and The Protection of Human 
Dignity in the Workplace” and 
take responsibility for defining 
the policies and mechanisms 
necessary for the establishment 
of these issues.

ETHICS COMMITTEES 
REPORTING LINES

In order to contact Boyner 
Holding ethics committee,  
etik@boynergrup.com 

In order to contact Boyner Büyük 
Mağazacılık  ethics committee,  
etik@boyner.com.tr 

In order to contact Altınyıldız  
ethics committee,  
etik@altinyildiz.com.tr 

In order to contact BR 
Mağazacılık ethics committee,  
etikkurul@brmagazicilik.com.tr 

In order to contact Hopi  
ethics committee,  
etik@boynergrup.com 



INNOVATION
In order to increase the 
growth momentum of all our 
employees in our business 
areas and to produce solutions 
that will create a competitive 
advantage, we support 
the “innovation mass” and 
produce solutions that disrupt 
our memory by combining 
experience and technological 
developments.
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INNOVATION

To explore in detail 
the goals of 
sustainable 
development, visit
kureselamaclar.org

TOTAL NUMBER OF R&D 
CENTER EMPLOYEES

94

TOTAL AREA WHERE R&D 
CENTER IS ESTABLISHED

670m2

R&D CENTER
With our Boyner Group R&D Centers, 
we develop innovative solutions that 
will create a competitive  advantage 
for our operations.
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2020 has been the year of 
unification of R&D centers within 
Boyner Group. Morhipo R&D 
centers established in 2019 
with R&D Center within Boyner 
Holding A.Ş. established in 2018 
are gathered under a single roof 
with R&D center established in 
Boyner Buyuk Magazacilik  on 
July 1, 2020 in parallel with the 
new formation realized in 2020.

Our R&D Center completed 
9 R&D projects in 2021 in 
order to increase the growth 
momentum of Boyner in the 
field of e-commerce and to 
develop solutions that can be 
adapted and articulated to the 
whole system in areas where 
priority development needs 
to be achieved, to develop and 
commission all solutions that will 
create a competitive advantage 
in the strategic and group we 
use in our Group operations, to 
create an end-to-end integrated 
structure by integrating them 
with the main systems, and 9 
more projects will be added as of 
the beginning of 2022.

In addition, the first TUBITAK 
project of the center was 
completed in 2021. In 2021, 
four scientific publications 
were published and a patent 
application was made as a “Style-
Based Personalized Product 
Suggestion System”.

An application has been made 
for the digital transformation 
call carried out jointly by 
the Ministry of Industry and 
Technology with TUBITAK and the 
support approval of the project 
is pending. At the same time, 
1.707 order R&D project is in the 
approval stage. Our joint search 
under Euroka continues and the 
necessary plans are available 
in our 2022 roadmap.While our 
R&D Center operates on an area 
of 670 square meters, it has 94 
full-time employees in total. <71% 
of our employees have bachelor’s 
degree, 9% have master’s degree, 
18% have associate degree 
and 2% have high school and 
equivalent schools.

In 2021, our R&D center 
employees were provided 
with training opportunities 
by investing in professional 
development. As R&D Center, 
one of our missions is to 
ensure University-Industry 
cooperation, to transfer academic  
interest to industry and thus 

to transform the knowledge 
accumulation in universities 
into technology quickly. In this 
context, collaborations have been 
made with many universities 
and continue to be made. In 
order to evaluate the projects 
in our R&D Center in academic 
dimension and to provide the 
necessary technical support, to 
increase the chance of success 
of the projects by eliminating the 
risk of “business blindness”, to 
reflect the interaction between 
academia and industry positively 
to the economy by realizing 
University-Industry cooperation, 
academic counseling is 
received from Doç. Dr. Deniz 
Kılınç, Head of Department of 
Computer Engineering, Bakırçay 
University and Dr. Faculty 
Member Fatma Bozyiğit, Deputy 
Head of Computer Engineering 
Department of Bakırçay 
University.

In addition, there are TEYDEB 
projects, consultancies, and 
pieces of training within the 
scope of active collaborations.
The projects within the R&D 
Center have the potential to be 
subject to undergraduate and 
graduate thesis studies thanks 
to their high R&D quality and 
innovative aspect.

Besides, employees of our 
company have ongoing 
connections with universities 
because of their undergraduate, 
postgraduate, and doctorate 
educations, enabling potential 
collaborations at all times.
The goal that we want to achieve 
strategically with the RD Center 
is to be a technology group that 
develops unique solutions that 
can be marketed globally with 
a competitive advantage by 
blending innovative approach, 
experience, and technology 
development capability in the 
retail sector.

With our R&D 
Center, we are 
working to become 
a technology 
group that has 
a competitive 
advantage in line 
with our strategic 
goals and develops 
unique solutions 
that can be 
marketed globally.
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INNOVATION

TOTAL NUMBER OF 
EMPLOYEES IN DESIGN 
CENTERS

104

2.030m2
TOTAL AREA WHERE DESIGN 
CENTERS ARE ESTABLISHED

DESIGN CENTERS
With our Boyner Group design centers, 
we create innovative design concepts 
supported by today’s technical and 
technological means.

To explore in detail 
the goals of 
sustainable 
development, visit
kureselamaclar.org
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BOYNER DESIGN CENTER

ALTINYILDIZ DESIGN CENTER

BR MAĞAZACILIK DESIGN CENTER

NUMBER OF PROJECTS 
COMPLETED IN 2021

NUMBER OF PROJECTS 
COMPLETED IN 2021

NUMBER OF PROJECTS 
COMPLETED IN 2021

15

08

03
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outside the scope of design 
activities concerning our field of 
operational activity.

In this regard, our Design Center 
carries out studies that stand 
out especially in more qualified 
areas such as high performance, 
functionality, ergonomics, 
durability, comfort, sustainability, 
natural and human/ 
environmental friendliness.
At this point, it carries out 
studies on new fabrics, 
knitting techniques, textures, 
recycled and natural cellulosic 
fabric usages, ensuring the 
availability of accessories and 
complementary components in 
suitable apparel products.

In 2021, our Morhipo Design 
Center and Boyner Design Center 
were combined under one roof.
3% of our designers have 
master’s degrees, 70% have 
bachelor’s degrees, 16% are 
associate degree graduates, and 
11% are graduates of high school 
and textile and design vocational 
high school.

Boyner Buyuk Magazacilik A.S. 
is responsible for the design, 
production, logistics, planning, 
and sale of independent brands 
targeting different customer 
masses, including Limon, Coton 
Bar, Fabrika, Fabrika Comfort, 
Mammaramma, North of Navy, 
Penford, Funky Rocks, Barbie, 
Aeropostale, Boyner Evde, and 
National Geographic.

In this context, it is responsible 
for fulfillment of all stages 
related to product life cycles 
such as creating collection design 
and stories, human resources 
management, e-commerce 
operations, image management, 
production planning (raw 
material selection, purchase, 
quality control, packaging, etc.), 
offering product to customers 
(retailing), sales and after-
sales services for each brand 
in general terms. Our Design 
Center conducts activities 
intended for revealing innovative 
concepts supported by technical 
and technological means of 
the present-day, which are 

DESIGN CENTERS

NUMBER OF BOYNER DESIGN 
CENTER PERSONNEL

58

BOYNER DESIGN CENTER 
ACTIVIT Y AREA

815m2

BOYNER
DESIGN CENTER

In our Boyner 
Design Center, 
we carry out 
studies that stand 
out especially in 
more qualified 
areas such as 
high performance, 
functionality, 
ergonomics, 
durability, comfort, 
sustainability, 
natural, human, 
environmental 
friendliness.

SECTION 03
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BOYNER DESIGN  
CENTER ACTIVITIES

In 2021, we added 15 new projects 
with 58 designers in 815 square 
meters in our Boyner Design 
Center and continued the work of 
30 projects in total.

We completed 15 projects in 2021.
While 21 of our designers were 
supported in their professional 
development fields in 2021, 15 
of our designers participated in 
domestic and international fairs 
online.

We carried out winter product 
group designs with Selma Cilek, 
winter product group designs with 
Derin Mermerci, design works 
with National Geographic using 
recycled organic cotton fabrics, 
product designs in cooperation 
with Sorbe X Fabrika, and summer 
and winter product group designs 
with Ezgi Mola and winter men 
and women product design 
studies with Ali Anıl Erçel.

With WGSN, our collaborations on 
fashion trends and trend analysis 
will continue in the coming years 
and we will carry out studies for 
new collaborations.

In 2021, we established important 
collaborations in the field of 
University-Industry Cooperation.
The university industrial 
cooperation project is carried out 
for the research development 
/ design project of “Functional 
Jogger Pants Designs with 
Increased Elastic Features from 
Sustainable Organic Cotton Denim 
Fabrics” with Prof. Emine Dilara 
KOÇAK, from Marmara University 
Textile Engineering Department.
At the end of the project, articles 
will be created and participation in 
congresses will be realized.

Training studies are carried out 
with Prof. Hale Karakaş from 
the education-oriented Istanbul 
Technical University Textile 
Engineering Department
On 01.12.2021, Prof. Dr. Hale 
Karakaş has provided training 
titled “Sustainable Textiles and 
Fashion” and these trainings will 
continue in 2022.

We participated in various 
congresses with articles with our 
projects completed in 2021.
With our “Functional Use 3 in 
1 Jacket Designs” project, we 
participated in the International 
Mediterranean Scientific Research 
and Innovation Congress.

With our Urartian Civilization 
Themed Product Designs 
project, we participated in 
the International Göbeklitepe 
Scientific Studies Congress.
With our High-Performance Socks 
Development Works project, 
we will participate in the 3rd 
International Innovative Textiles 
Congress, ICONTEX 2022 to be 
held on 18-19.05.2022.

Brand and design registration 
procedures were carried out with 
our projects completed in 2021.
Within the scope of our “Organic 
Cotton Use Product Group 
Designs” project, Boyner Livewell 

brand registration was obtained 
to collect our natural sustainable 
products in a group.

Design registration has been 
obtained for the products obtained 
as a result of our Black-On-Black 
Themed Product Group, Product 
Group Design where Cultural 
Values are Promoted, Recycled 
Yarn Use Product Designs, 
Functional Use 3 in 1 Jacket 
Designs, Black On Black Themed 
Product Group Design projects.
Within the scope of cooperation 
with Marmara University, 
consultancy service is provided 
from Prof. Emine Dilara Koçak 
in the fields of project writing, 
preparation and management.
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for both foreign and domestic 
end-user needs, know-how 
development in the field of 
high-tech fabrics depending 
on the Design Center project 
subjects, sustainable growth 
and cooperation with academic 
institutes.

Our Altınyıldız Design Center, 
which was commenced in 
2018 and officially approved 
by the Ministry of Industry and 
Technology on 06.01.2020, was 
established on an office and 
laboratory area of 895 square 
meters.

In Altınyıldız Design Center, 19% 
of our designers have master’s 
degrees, 65% have bachelor’s 
degrees, 8% have associate 
degree, and 8% have vocational 
high school degrees.

In our Design Center, the latest 
trends and technologies in our 
country and the world are closely 
followed. These latest trends 
and technologies are rapidly 
reflected in our new designs, and 
studies that support sustainable 
growth are carried out by 
creating saleable products. In 
the studies carried out within 
this framework, increasing the 
number and added value of our 
original products, designing 
innovative and technological 
products for different areas and 
disseminating the innovative and 
original aspect of our company 
by preparing articles/papers/
publications for these products 
are among the priorities of our 
design center.

Our design strategy is to carry 
out accurate design studies 

DESIGN CENTERS

NUMBER OF ALTINYILDIZ 
DESIGN CENTER PERSONNEL

26

ALTINYILDIZ DESIGN 
CENTER ACTIVIT Y AREA

895m2

ALTINYILDIZ
DESIGN CENTER

In our Altınyıldız 
Design Center, we 
carry out studies 
that support 
sustainable 
growth by rapidly 
reflecting the 
latest trends and 
technologies to our 
new designs and 
creating saleable 
products.
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ALTINYILDIZ DESIGN  
CENTER ACTIVITIES

In our design center, 7 design 
projects were successfully 
completed in 2019.

In 2020, 8 new design projects 
were started and 7 design 
projects were successfully 
completed.

In 2021, 9 new design projects 
were started and 8 design 
projects were successfully 
completed.

In 2021, our work was carried 
out with 26 design center staff 
and 1 of our designers continues 
the Textile Engineering Master’s 
program.

While our employees were 
supported in their professional 
development fields, we 
participated in international trade 
fairs, congresses and seminars in 
2021.

In this context, our designers 
participated in Premiere Vision 
New York, Premiere Vision 
Paris, Munich Fabric Start, I Of 
The World fairs, ITKIP-Riccardo 
Rami 2022-23 Autumn-Winter 
Fabric Knitwear and Yarn Trend 
Seminar, Sustainable Green 
Fibers, Cross-sectional changed 
functional yarns, Antimicrobial 
Fibers trainings and International 
Congress On Art&Design-2021 
congress with the declaration 
of “Pattern Designs in Worsted 

Wool Fabrics as Crush Effect and 
Hybrid Structure”.

Our company started to receive 
both project consultancy, training 
and academic consultancy from 
Prof. Emine Dilara Koçak from 
the Textile Engineering, Faculty of 
Technology, Marmara University, 
and this consultancy service 
continues.

At the same time, our company 
has started to work with the 
academic consultant on the issue 
of “Development of functional 
properties of fabrics created with 
Leno weaving pattern designs” 
that it plans to implement in 2021.

In addition, workplace training 
protocol was signed with Marmara 
University Faculty of Technology 
in 2021.

In the Boyner Group structuring 
to which our organization is 
currently affiliated, we work on 
the same memberships in order  
to save costs and increase 
inter-unit compatibility within all 
holding groups.

In this context, WGSN (World’s 
Global StyleNetwork) and PECS 
databases are actively used jointly 
with holding and other group 
companies.

Apart from this, our research 
on useful model and design 
registrations is carried out 
through open databases such as 
WIPO (World Intellectual Property 
Organization), EPO (European 
Patent Office), TPE (Turkish Patent 
Institute) etc. that do not require 
membership and Google Patents 
Search.
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Altınyıldız Classics  Design Center 
continued its activities in 320 
square meters in 2021. This area 
is planned to be increased to 
530 square meters in the coming 
year. Altınyıldız Classics Design 
Center, 10% of our designers 
have master’s degrees, 35% have 
bachelor’s degrees, 45% have 
associate degrees, and 10% have 
high school degrees.

DESIGN CENTERS

NUMBER OF ALTINYILDIZ 
CLASSICS DESIGN CENTER 
PERSONNEL

20

ALTINYILDIZ CLASSICS 
DESIGN CENTER 
ACTIVIT Y AREA

320m2

ALTINYILDIZ CLASSIC 
DESIGN CENTER

We plan to 
increase the 
activity area of 
Altınyıldız Classics 
Design Center, 
which is 320 m2, 
to 530 m2 next 
year.

ALTINYILDIZ CLASSICS 
DESIGN CENTER 
ACTIVITIES

5 projects were completed
in 2021 and 2 projects were 
completed in 2021 and 3 projects 
will continue until the end of 2022.

In 2021, design studies were 
carried out with 20 personnel.
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VALUE CHAIN
In accordance with the 
principle of “Unconditional 
Customer Happiness”, 
actions in this field are 
continued in a way that 
ensures the transparency and 
accountability of the products 
offered to customers and the 
social conformity of the 
supply network.
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VALUE CHAIN

NUMBER OF AUDITS 
PERFORMED IN THE 
LAST 8 YEARS

1.949

SUPPLY CHAIN 
SUSTAINABILITY
As Boyner Group, we provide services 
in accordance with the principle of 
“Unconditional Customer Happiness” 
by ensuring the transparency and 
accountability of the products offered to 
our customers and the social conformity 
of the supply network.

To explore in detail 
the goals of 
sustainable 
development, visit
kureselamaclar.org
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WORKING
STANDARDS

OCCUPATIONAL
HEALTH AND

SAFETY

AUDITS ON 
HUMAN RIGHTS AND 

ENVIRONMENTAL 
MANAGEMENT

ISSUES

CONTROL OF 
PANDEMIC MEASURES

As a result of the 
audit activities, 
we prepare 
regulatory action 
plans for the 
issues identified 
as deficient and 
insufficient.

Supply chain sustainability forms 
the basis of product processes, 
production and service network.
In accordance with the principle 
of “Unconditional Customer 
Happiness”, the works in this 
field are continued in a way that 
ensures the transparency and 
accountability of the products 
offered to the customers and the 
social conformity of the supply 
network.

Under Sustainability in Supply 
Chain;

• To improve the environmental,  
social and economic effects of the 
products in the production process, 

• To establish business 
environments suitable for human 
dignity, especially occupational 
health and safety, with the 
business partners in the logistics 
network, 

• To create long-term 
environmental, social and 
economic value, 

• To ensure the continuity of the 
business, protecting the brand 
integrity, 

• Effective resource and operating 
costs are managed and efforts are 
being made to encourage suppliers 
to do the same.

Boyner Group, which monitors 
whether suppliers comply with 
the standards at the level of 
contracts within the scope of 
“clean production principles”, 
“employee rights”, and “chemical 
safety”, started social compliance 
 
 audits in 2013.
The Group, which has launched 
products of Altinyildiz Textile 
Factory operating in the field of 
textile production and apparel 
with EKOTEX certificate, also 
checks the chemical safety of 
the products with “3rd Party 
Laboratory Analysis”

In order to control the production 
processes of the products 
offered to customers and to 
ensure the compatibility of the 
materials used by suppliers 
for the products with customer 
health and safety, the analysis of 
the life cycles of the purchased 
products and the suitability of the 
production conditions in terms 
of employee rights, occupational 
health and safety is verified by 
audits in the management of the 
Corporate Responsibility and 
Sustainability team in addition to 
the contracts.

As a result of all these activities, 
regulatory action plans are being 
prepared in order to ensure 
that they take positive action 
on issues that are found to be 
incomplete and inadequate.
Our social compliance audits 
continued continuously from June 
2013 to March 2020.
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After the Covid-19 
pandemic that 
emerged in 
March 2020, we 
perform our audits 
with maximum 
attention to health 
measures.

In March 2020, after the Covid-19 
pandemic broke out in our 
country, the supervisors were 
withdrawn to the office, and field 
activities were stopped before 
the first Covid-19 case was 
recorded in our country.
Field audit activities, which were 
stopped from March to early 
June, started in June to comply 
with Covid-19 measures,
but because of cases back on the 
upward trend as of September, 
field audits were once again 
halted, and offsite audits were 
introduced.

The site was not inspected until 
the summer months of 2021, 
when the ongoing curfews and 
pandemic measures were lifted, 
and the site was returned to the 
site as of July 2021.

In the audits carried out by 
paying maximum attention to 
the pandemic measures, the 
producers were evaluated 
through the existing audit 
tool, and their work in the 
field of human resources and 
occupational health safety during 
the pandemic process was 
recorded for analysis by keeping 
a separate pandemic form.

2021201720152013

  NEW SUPPLIER AUDIT        FOLLOW-UP VISIT

201820162014 2019 2020
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OUR SOCIAL COMPLIANCE AUDITS 
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VALUE CHAIN

MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

› Legal documents
› Informing the employees and 
the mechanisms of employees’ 
participation in management
› Employment contracts
› Working records

EMPLOYEE RIGHTS,  
HEALTH AND SAFETY

› Working Hours and Leaves
› Night work
› Overtime hours
› Weekly and annual leaves

PAYMENTS AND  
SOCIAL BENEFITS

› Minimum wage
› Payment methods
› Overtime payment

NON-DISCRIMINATION 
POLICY

› Principle of equality

DISCIPLINARY PROCEDURE

› Right of defence

WORKING CONDITIONS OF 
PREGNANT AND YOUNG 
WORKERS

› Working Conditions
› Working hours
› Annual leaves

PREVENTION OF CHILD 
LABOUR AND FORCED LABOUR

ACCESS TO MEDICAL SERVICES

› Routine examination leaves of 
pregnant women
› Occupational accidents 
notification
› First aid training

SERVICE SECURITY

FIRE SAFETY

› Emergency training
› Emergency supervisors
› Precautionary and protective 
materials

BUILDING SECURITY

CHEMICAL SAFETY

› Information sheets
› Personal Protective Equipment

ELECTRICAL SAFETY

› Documentation
› Protective measures

MACHINE SAFETY

› Training
› Briefing
› Personal Protective Equipment

WASTE MANAGEMENT 
ENERGY AND WATER 
MANAGEMENT

› Documentation

WORKPLACE CLEANING

› Training

SOCIAL COMPLIANCE
We continue to adhere to the 
10 core principles of the United Nations 
Global Compact (UNGC), which we 
signed in 2012.

To explore in detail 
the goals of 
sustainable 
development, visit
kureselamaclar.org
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SOCIAL COMPLIANCE MILESTONES

Boyner Group signed the United Nations Global 
Compact (UNGC) in 2012. In accordance with this 
compact, it committed to complying with 10 basic 
principles including topics such as human rights, 
respecting the right to be unionized, preventing 
forced labor, preventing child labor, preventing 
discrimination in recruitment, protecting the 
environment, and fighting corruption. After 
becoming a UNGC signatory, Boyner Group became 
the first and only member of the Supply Chain 
Sustainability Advisory Board from Turkey at the 
global level in 2013.

The Supply Chain Sustainability Working Group, 
which is under the Turkey Secretariat of Global 
Compact and is carried out within TÜSİAD in Turkey, 
carried out its activities with the chairman of 
Boyner Group in 2013 - 2019. Since 2019, it has been 
working on some sub-work under the chairmanship 
of Boyner Group.

In 2013, the publication titled “Supply Chain 
Sustainability: Practical Guide to Continuous 
Improvement” prepared by the United Nations 
Global Compact Global Advisory Board on 
Sustainable Supply Chain was translated into 
Turkish and distributed. In 2014, an additional 
edition was put on the publication to support the 
distribution efforts through the collaborative 
stakeholders. 

Practices on audits within the scope of Boyner 
Group Social Compliance began in March 2013. 
The first audit was conducted in June 2013. Boyner 
Group created the “Supply Chain Social Compliance 
Handbook”, which includes zero tolerance points in 
parallel with audits with all suppliers in the supply 
pool who are expected to meet social compliance 
criteria.

Boyner Group was involved in the Business Plastics 
Initiative established in 2019. The Business Plastics 
Initiative (IPG) has started its practices with the 
participation of companies that will announce their 
commitments regarding plastics. Together with 34 
companies from 7 different sectors, Boyner Group 
made a plastics reduction commitment to realize it 
by 2023. In this context, we promise to reduce our 
plastic consumption by 11.5 tons on an annual basis 
by 2023. While our plastic consumption is reported 
to IPG on an annual basis, we continue our efforts 
to replace our plastic inventory used in stores and 
offices with recyclable, compostable alternatives.
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VALUE CHAIN

Every year, 
we prepare a 
chemical usage 
manual for our 
supply chain by 
following the 
developments in 
legal legislation on 
textile chemicals.

CHEMICAL COMPLIANCE
As part of the responsibility to society, 
the environment, and customers, the 
chemicals, which are used in the products 
produced and purchased for Boyner 
Group brands, are kept under supervision 
and surveillance.

To explore in detail 
the goals of 
sustainable 
development, visit
kureselamaclar.org
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As part of the responsibility 
towards society, the environment 
and customers, chemicals used 
in the production of products 
produced and purchased for 
Boyner Group brands are 
kept under supervision and 
surveillance.

Due to its harmful effects on 
human health, many chemicals 
are completely banned or their 
use is restricted.

Verification procedures of 
Azo Dyes, Phthalate, Flame-
Retardants, Cadmium, Nickel 
Release, Organostanic 
Compounds, Perfluorooctane 
Sulphanates, and Nonyl Phenol-
Nonyl Phenol Ethoxylate in 
our products are carried out 
in specialized laboratories 
determined to fulfill the 
responsibility of verifying the 
safety of products.

Products whose tests have been 
approved are sent to stores
Necessary measures on 
chemical safety with contracts 
and/ or recognizances in line 
with responsible purchasing 
principles are taken to ensure 
the product safety of both private 
brands and different brands 
offered to multi story store 
customers.

With the sustainability unit, 
suppliers are given consultancy 
on the regulations and 
compliance areas that they must 
comply with chemical safety.

We prepare a chemical use 
handbook for our supply chain 
in textile chemicals by following 
the developments in the legal 
legislation every year.

In addition, we hold training 
meetings where we bring 
together authorized experts of 
the laboratory company that we 
have agreed with our suppliers 
for chemical analysis every year.
In this context, we both raise 
awareness of our suppliers 
about the elimination of harmful 
chemicals in textiles and apparel 
and conduct audits to ensure 
that chemicals consisting of 
negative effects on human and 
environmental health are not 
used by testing our products.
The only condition for companies 
in our supply chain to maintain 
their competitiveness is to reduce 
their negative impacts on limited 
resources.

Measures to minimize the 
pressure on nature in almost 
every issue from chemical 
use, wastewater management, 
raw material selection to 
energy consumption have 
become the basic condition 
for the sustainability of these 
enterprises.
In 2018, we became a party to 

the Clean Production project 
initiated in the Buyuk Menderes 
Basin under the leadership of the 
World Wildlife Fund for Nature 
(WWF) and encouraged our 
suppliers producing in this region 
to participate in this project 
and improve their facilities and 
processes for chemical use and 
wastewater disposal.

In 2019, we participated in the call 
of WWF, which started the same 
activity in the Ergene Basin.



ENVIRONMENTAL 
IMPACT
We apply the “sustainable 
merchandising” approach 
to leave a livable world and 
natural resources to future 
generations; we reduce our 
carbon footprint by 
conducting measurable and 
regulatory activities.
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

AMOUNT OF PLASTIC 
REDUCTION TARGETED BY 
THE BOYNER GROUP BY 2023

11,5ton

ENVIRONMENTAL 
AWARENESS
Boyner Group companies carry out 
activities within the scope of fighting 
against climate change in order to reduce 
the negative impacts of products and 
services on the environment.

To explore in detail 
the goals of 
sustainable 
development, visit
kureselamaclar.org
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Boyner Group companies carry 
out activities within the scope 
of combating climate change 
in order to reduce the negative 
impact of products and services 
on the environment.

Since 2013, with a commitment 
to take corrective action to 
manage emissions and waste, 
we became a party to the 
Energy Efficiency in Buildings 
contract at the head offices of 
the companies, and on the same 
date, the Green Office Project of 
World Wildlife Fund for Nature for 
Boyner Buyuk Magazacilik, one 
of the Group companies. In this 
context, emissions calculations, 
improvement plans have been 
implemented and reports are 
presented to stakeholders 
every year. Measurement and 
corrective activities carried out 
within the scope of environmental 
sensitivity apply to the supply 
chain as well as company 
performance.

Within the scope of the works 
carried out, the compatibility of 
the suppliers with the regulations 
depending on the business lines 
is examined, positive actions 
are taken to ensure that they 
establish this compatibility 
through contracts and audits.
It has been working on recycling 
and reuse in cooperation with 
Lokman Hekim Health Foundation 
in the “Iyilige Donustur (Cycle 
into Goodness)’’ project, which 
was implemented by Boyner 
Buyuk Magazacilik in 2014 and 
continued in even 2021.

Boyner Group participated in the 
Business World Plastic Initiative 
established in 2019.

The Business Plastics Initiative 
(IPG) has started its practices 
with the participation of 
companies that will announce 
their commitments regarding 
plastics.

For 2019 and 2020, the 
company’s plastic inventory was 
issued and consumption items 
were determined and annual 
consumption was calculated.

In 2021, together with 34 
companies from 7 different 
sectors, Boyner Group made a 
plastics reduction commitment to 
realize it by 2023.

In this context, it has promised to 
reduce our plastic consumption 
by 11.5 tons on an annual basis 
by 2023.

While our plastic consumption 
is reported to IPG on an annual 
basis, we continue our efforts 
to replace our plastic inventory 
used in stores and offices 
with recyclable, compostable 
alternatives.

The details of the projects 
managed jointly and separately 
by Boyner Group companies, 
especially focusing on energy 
efficiency and emission 
reduction, can be found on the 
following pages.

Since 2013, 
we have been 
implementing 
our emission 
calculations and 
improvement 
plans with our 
group companies 
within the scope 
of the Energy 
Efficiency Contract 
in Buildings and 
the Green Office 
Project of the 
Association for 
the Protection of 
Natural Life.
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

GREEN OFFICE 
APPLICATIONS
Boyner Buyuk Magazacilik (BBM) and 
the World-Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) 
began to cooperate for Green Office 
practices in 2012.

2013-2021 EMISSION 
REDUCTION RATE

%49

To explore in detail 
the goals of 
sustainable 
development, visit
kureselamaclar.org
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Green Office works started in 
2012 with the cooperation of 
Boyner Large Merchandising 
(BBM) and World-Wide Fund for 
Nature (WWF). 

In this context, while the internal 
structure of the head office was 
renewed as environmentally 
friendly, the consumption 
habits of the employees and 
green consumption were 
simultaneously focused on.
In June 2014, Boyner Buyuk 
Magazacilik received the Green 
Office Certificate conferred by 
the World-Wide Fund for Nature 
(WWF) under the scope of the 
environmental-friendly and green 
office practices implemented for 
the head office. 

Since 2014, the focus has been 
on central office consumption 
and employee engagement is 
encouraged.c In 2016, Boyner 
Buyuk Magazacilik hosted the 
annual “Green Offices” meeting 
of the World-Wide Fund, where 
good examples from the private 
sector were shared; thus, 
meeting with the other private 
sector representatives in order to 
share such “good examples”.

Four consumption sources in 
2021 within the framework of 
Green Office  was followed up.

Electricity, natural gas, water, 
and paper consumed at the head 
office were monitored through 
monthly reports; and recorded 
and tracked in terms of both  
the type of consumption and  
its greenhouse gas equivalent 
CO2 -e.

Green Office consumptions were 
periodically monitored at regular 
intervals and efforts were 
made to keep the consumption 
at minimum level by specifying 
seasonal measures through 
current situation analyses.

CO2-e equivalents were reviewed 
in order to find a value, to sum up, 
and compare these consumption 
values with each other.

Similarly, there was a reduction 
in unit emissions per person and 
per m2 equivalent.

In 2021, a decrease of 4% 
compared to the previous year 
and 49% compared to the base 
year 2013 was calculated.
While electricity and natural gas 
consumption is monitored daily, 
water consumption is monitored 
monthly.

The air conditioning system 
connected to automation, 
which makes purchases and 
applications according to the 
green purchasing principles 
in the year when the first 
application was made as a Green 
Office, has been saved by hourly 
consumption monitoring with the 
application of energy analyzer 
and taking positive action when 
necessary, and its carbon 
footprint has been reduced.

Within the scope 
of the Green 
Office project, we 
regularly monitor 
our consumption 
and work to keep 
electricity, natural 
gas, water and 
paper consumption 
to a minimum 
by determining 
seasonal 
measures with 
current situation 
analyzes.
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GREEN OFFICE APPLICATIONS

 Consumption Electricity (Kwh) Natural Gas (M3) Water (Liter) Total Paper (Kg)

Annual Total 
Consumption

2013 1.256.851 45.233 5.407.000 9.613

2014 1.041.805 41.412 5.070.000 11.594

2015 982.232 48.505 5.039.000 9.511

2016 901.849 40.647 4.499.000 9.669

2017 869.160 40.914 4.507.000 9.267

2018 911.380 39.903 4.749.000 9.496

2019 872.366 37.243 4.330.000 6.981

2020 725.208 31.793 1.853.000 3.840

2021 654.020 39.865 1.509.000 4.474

Annual 
Consumption
Per Person

2013 3.065 110 13.188 23

2014 2.265 90 11.022 25

2015 2.192 108 11.248 21

2016 1.927 87 9.613 21

2017 1.728 81 8.960 18

2018 1.808 79 9.423 19

2019 1.738 74 8.625 14

2020 1.486 65 3.797 8

2021 928 57 2.140 6

% Change 2014 -26% -18% -16% 8%

% Change 2015 -3% 20% 2% -16%

% Change 2016 -12% -20% -15% -3%

% Change 2017 -10% -6% -7% -11%

% Change 2018 5% -3% 5% 2%

% Change 2019 -4% -6% -8% -26%

% Change 2020 -14% -12% -56% -43%

% Change 2021 -38% -13% -44% -19%

% Change 2013-2021 -70% -49% -84% -73%

Daily 
Consumption 
Per Person

2013 12,4 0,4 53,4 0,09

2014 9,1 0,4 44,3 0,10

2015 8,7 0,4 44,6 0,08

2016 7,8 0,4 38,8 0,08

2017 6,8 0,3 35,4 0,07

2018 7,3 0,3 37,8 0,08

2019 7,1 0,3 35,1 0,06

2020 8,1 0,4 20,7 0,04

2021 4,9 0,3 11,3 0,03

% Change 2014 -27% -19% -17% 7%

% Change 2015 -4% 19% 1% -17%

% Change 2016 -11% -18% -13% -1%

% Change 2017 -12% -8% -9% -13%

% Change 2018 6% -1% 7% 4%

% Change 2019 -3% -5% -7% -25%

% Change 2020 15% 18% -41% -24%

% Change 2021 -40% -16% -46% -22%

% Change 2013-2021 -61% -33% -79% -65%

Annual 
Consumption

 per M2

2013 135,1 4,9 581,4 1,0

2014 112,0 4,5 545,2 1,2

2015 105,6 5,2 541,8 1,0

2016 97,0 4,4 483,8 1,0

2017 93,5 4,4 484,6 1,0

2018 98,0 4,3 510,6 1,0

2019 93,8 4,0 465,6 0,8

2020 78,0 3,4 199,2 0,4

% Change 2014 -17% -8% -6% 21%

% Change 2015 -6% 17% -1% -18%

% Change 2016 -8% -16% -11% 2%

% Change 2017 -4% 1% 0% -4%

% Change 2018 5% -2% 5% 2%

% Change 2019 -4% -7% -9% -26%

% Change 2020 -17% -15% -57% -45%

% Change 2013-2021 -42% -30% -66% -60%
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 Emissions tCO2-e Electricity Natural Gas A4 Paper Paper Other Total Paper Tot. Emissions

Total Emission
 Ton CO2-e

2013 672 88 3 2 5 766

2014 492 94 3 3 6 592

2015 464 88 2 3 5 557

2016 426 80 2 3 5 511

2017 411 80 3 2 5 496

2018 431 78 3 2 5 514

2019 412 73 2 2 4 489

2020 342 62 1 1 2 407

2021 309 78 1 1 2 389

% Change 2014 -27% 6% -12% 83% 21% -23%

% Change 2015 -6% -6% -29% -8% -18% -6%

% Change 2016 -8% -10% 3% 1% 2% -8%

% Change 2017 -4% 1% 22% -23% -4% -3%

% Change 2018 5% -2% 11% -8% 2% 4%

% Change 2019 -4% 1% 22% -23% -4% -3%

% Change 2020 -17% -15% -44% -46% -45% -17%

% Change 2021 -10% 25% 36% 0% 16% -4%

% Change 2013-2021 -54% -12% -62% -38% -53% -49%

Annual
Emission Tonnes 
Per Person C02-e

2013 1,6 0,2 0,0 0,0 0,0 1,9

2014 1,1 0,2 0,0 0,0 0,0 1,3

2015 1,0 0,2 0,0 0,0 0,0 1,2

2016 0,9 0,2 0,0 0,0 0,0 1,1

2017 0,8 0,2 0,0 0,0 0,0 1,0

2018 0,9 0,2 0,0 0,0 0,0 1,0

2019 0,8 0,1 0,0 0,0 0,0 1,0

2020 0,7 0,1 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,8

2021 0,4 0,1 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,6

% Change 2014 -35% -5% -22% 63% 8% -31%

% Change 2015 -3% -4% -27% -6% -16% -3%

% Change 2016 -12% -14% -1% -4% -3% -12%

% Change 2017 -10% -6% 14% -29% -11% -10%

% Change 2018 5% -2% 11% -8% 2% 3%

% Change 2019 -4% -6% -42% -4% -26% -5%

% Change 2020 -14% -12% -43% -44% -43% -14%

% Change 2021 -38% -13% -6% -31% -19% -34%

% Change 2013-2021 -73% -49% -78% -64% -73% -70%

Emission 
per M2 Ton CO2-e

2013 0,07 0,01 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,08

2014 0,05 0,01 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,06

2015 0,05 0,01 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,06

2016 0,05 0,01 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,05

2017 0,04 0,01 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,05

2018 0,05 0,01 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,06

2019 0,04 0,01 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,05

2020 0,04 0,01 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,04

2021 0,03 0,01 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,04

% Change 2014 -27% 6% -12% 83% 21% -23%

% Change 2015 -6% -6% -29% -8% -18% -6%

% Change 2016 -8% -10% 3% 1% 2% -8%

% Change 2017 -4% 1% 22% -23% -4% -3%

% Change 2018 5% -2% 11% -8% 2% 4%

% Change 2019 -4% -7% -42% -5% -26% -5%

% Change 2020 -17% -15% -44% -46% -45% -17%

% Change 2021 -10% 25% 36% 0% 16% -4%

% Change 2013-2021 -54% -12% -62% -38% -53% -49%
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

ENERGY EFFICIENCY IN 
BUILDINGS (BEV)
Since 2012, Boyner Group companies 
measure the energy consumptions of 
their headquarter buildings.

Energy Efficiency 
in Buildings (EEB) 
is measured within 
the scope of the 
use of natural gas 
and electricity, 
which are energy-
induced emissions 
of the head offices 
of our group 
companies.

To explore in detail 
the goals of 
sustainable 
development, visit
kureselamaclar.org
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EMISSION CHANGE RATE 
OF BOYNER HOLDING 
AND BOYNER BÜYÜK 
MAĞAZACILIK BET WEEN 
2012-2021

-33%
Scope 1: Natural Gas Use
Scope 2: Electricity
Considering the building casting, 
their consumption was limited to 
natural gas and electricity.
This resource was evaluated 
under Scope 1 because 
purchasing in natural gas 
consumption is not taken as 
heating but as natural gas.
Natural gas and electricity 
consumption information is read 
on the invoice and processed in 
data forms. This data is retrieved 
from the relevant sections of 
the data forms and stored and 
calculated by the Corporate 
Responsibility and Sustainability 
Department. Natural Gas 
Emissions factors are calculated 
using the values specified over  
“IPCC Guidelines for National 
Greenhouse Gas Inventories”. 
As for Electricity consumption, 
the Grid values announced 
by TEIAŞ (Turkey Electricity 
Transmission Co.) annually are 
taken as the basis. While the 
total amounts were considered in 
the calculations in the previous 
years, they have been monitored 
on an individual company basis 
as of 2014. This has resulted from 
the fact that the Headquarter 
located in Yenibosna pertaining to 
Altinyildiz Tekstil ve Konfeksiyon 
A.S., which was included in this 
study, have been closed and 
relocated in the manufacturing 
center in Cerkezkoy and all 
offices have been distributed 
to different locations within the 
manufacturing plant in the recent 
years Boyner Holding A.Ş, Boyner 
Buyuk Magazacilik  A.Ş. and BR 
Mağazacılık Tic. A.Ş. head offices 
are included in the study.
Altınyıldız Tekstil Fabrikaları A.Ş., 
one of the group companies, was 
excluded from the study due to 
its inability to separate office 
areas from production areas as 
consumption, and Hopi was also 
excluded from the study due to its 
shared plaza structure.

Energy expenditures of the 
headquarters buildings of Boyner 
Group companies have been 
measured since 2012.

The scope of the study was 
limited to the head offices of the 
group companies, and energy-
induced emissions whose 
consumption was made within 
the boundaries of the building 
were selected as the emission 
source.
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Boyner Holding A.S. operates 
on the 15th and 16th floors in 
the address of  Eski Büyükdere 
Caddesi Park Plaza Maslak / 
Istanbul.

Energy Efficiency Calculations 
in Buildings were started in 
2012 and the Holding office has 
changed both in the number of 
employees and in total square 
meters over the years.

Over time, the innovation center 
and Boyner Academy, which 
were established within the 
Holding, were transferred to 
Boyner Büyük Mağazacılık in 
the subsequent years, and the 
number of office spaces and 
employees decreased.

In 2021, departments and 
their affiliated employees 
within Boyner Holding moved 
to the office of Boyner Büyük 
Mağazacılık in Uso Center.
At the end of 2021, a limited 
number of employees continued 
to use the head office of Boyner 
Holding.

While it calculated a 21% 
decrease in total emissions 
compared to the previous year 
in 2021, when the emissions per 
square meter were calculated, an 
increase of 10% was determined 
compared to the previous year.
The reason for this increase is 
that an office floor was closed in 
September 2020 when Boyner 
Academy moved to Boyner Büyük 
Mağazacılık.

2021 consumption entered the 
calculation with the declining 
square meter over 12 months and 
increased the unit consumption.
In addition, the duration of office 
closure during the pandemic 
in 2020 and 2021 varies with 
the capacity of the offices and 
compels the comparison of 
consumption calculations.

As of July 2021, some of the 
departments in the Holding 
moved to Uso Center, where 
the head office of Boyner Büyük 
Mağazacılık  is located, and this 
change has also had an impact on 
consumption.

boyner
holding
Since 2012, 
we have been 
performing 
Energy Efficiency 
in Buildings (EEB) 
calculations.

BOYNER HOLDING  
TOTAL CONSUMPTION  
TON CO2-E

2021

116

2020

148

ENERGY EFFICIENCY IN BUILDINGS (BEV)SECTION 05
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Boyner 
Holding A.Ş.

Total Consumption 
Kwh

Unit Consumption 
Kwh / m2

Total Consumption 
Ton CO2-e

Unit Emission  
Ton CO2-e / m2

2012 187.252 66 101 0,0354

2013 209.506 73 118 0,0413

2014 476.116 146 212 0,0782

2015 526.366 152 203 0,0586

2016 445.274 129 238 0,0688

2017 603.760 174 235 0,0679

2018 707.945 170 269 0,0646

2019 609.956 150 227 0,0559

2020 409.116 123 148 0,0371

2021 333.826 117 116 0,0407

2020-2021 Change -18% -5% -21% 10%

2012-2021 Change 78% 78% 15% 15%

20212017201520132012 201820162014 2019 2020

0,0782

0,0413

0,0586

0,0688 0,0679 0,0646
0,0559

0,0371 0,0407

BOYNER HOLDING UNIT EMISSON (TON CO2-E / M2)

0,0354
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When the comparison was made 
between the base year and 2021, 
a decrease of 45% was found 
in the consumption per square 
meter and a decrease of 45% was 
found when the comparison was 
made between 2021 and 2020 in 
the previous year.

When we collectively evaluate 
the central office consumption of 
Boyner Buyuk Magazacilik  and 
Boyner Holding, it is calculated 
that a reduction rate of 6% was 
reached in 2021 compared to 
2020 and 33% in consumption per 
square meter compared to 2012.

After completion of its merger 
with YKM by the end of 2012, 
Boyner Buyuk Magazacilik A.S. 
began to operate at Büyükdere 
Cad. No: 245/A Uso Center Zemin 
Kat Maslak / Istanbul.

The values for 2012 were 
calculated for the company’s 
former offices located at 
Büyükdere Cad. Noramin İş 
Merkezi No: 55 K:B-1 Maslak / 
Istanbul. 

The year 2012 was taken as the 
base year, in which the company 
started to operate at its new 
location.

boyner 
büyük
mağazacilik

BOYNER BÜYÜK 
MAĞAZACILIK   
TOTAL CONSUMPTION 
TON CO2-E

2021

387

2020

406

Since 2012, we, 
as Boyner Buyuk 
Magazacilik , have 
been performing 
Energy Efficiency 
in Buildings (EEB) 
calculations.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY IN BUILDINGS (BEV)SECTION 05
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Boyner Büyük Mağazacılık
Total Consumption 

Kwh 
Unit Consumption 

Kwh / m2
Total Consumption 

Ton CO2-e
Unit Emission 

 Ton CO2-e / m2

2012 872.737 162 411 0,0761

2013 1.545.552 166 739 0,0795

2014 1.518.001 163 586 0,0630

2015 1.462.752 157 552 0,0594

2016 1.334.333 143 507 0,0545

2017 1.304.485 140 491 0,0528

2018 1.335.948 144 509 0,0547

2019 1.268.632 136 485 0,0522

2020 1.063.486 114 406 0,0437

2021 1.078.184 116 387 0,0416

2020-2021 Change 1% 1% -5% -5%

2012-2021 Change 24% -28% -6% -45%

Boyner Holding – Boyner Büyük Mağazacılık 
Toplam

Total Consumption 
Kwh 

Unit Consumption 
Kwh / m2

Total Consumption 
Ton CO2-e

Unit Emission 
 Ton CO2-e / m2

2012 1.059.989 128 512 0,0620

2013 1.755.058 144 857 0,0705

2014 1.994.117 159 798 0,0635

2015 1.989.119 156 755 0,0592

2016 1.779.607 139 745 0,0584

2017 1.908.245 150 726 0,0569

2018 2.043.893 152 778 0,0578

2019 1.878.588 141 712 0,0533

2020 1.472.601 117 554 0,0439

2021 1.412.010 116 503 0,0414

2020-2021 Change -4% 0% -9% -6%

2012-2021 Change 33% -10% -2% -33%
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY IN STORE 
OPERATIONS

The electricity consumption 
of stores within Boyner Buyuk 
Magazacilik can be monitored 
instantly through the installed 
online system set up in March 
2018.

By means of the installed online 
system, instant consumption of 
all stores can be monitored and 
reported at requested intervals.
The system shows consumption 
amounts in KwH, as well as in 
CO2 emission.

By this means, we have activated 
the alarm system to monitor our 
reactive consumptions within 
the scope of Energy Efficiency 
in Buildings, which allows us to 
detect possible malfunctions that 
might occur in compensation 
panels and prevent unnecessary 
consumption.

By monitoring night 
consumptions, we can detect 
the stores where devices and 
equipment are left active and 
notify the store management.
Through instructions to use the 
energy more efficiently in stores 
during morning and evening 
off-peak hours, we can instantly 
calculate how much savings have 
been achieved

As of 2021, electricity 
consumption of 64 stores has 
been included in the calculation.
In the measurements performed 
after system setup in March 2018, 
it was observed that 8.7% of the 
consumption was made during 
non-working hours.

The operations held during 
non-working hours are deducted 
in this calculation, and the 
measured consumption amount 
only includes completely inactive 
hours.

As we did not have any effect on 
consumption during March, it 
has been defined as the standard 
consumption month.

Night consumption amounts 
reached in other months have 
been compared 
with the consumption in March 
2018 to determine the reduction 
amounts.

For example, when we look at 
July, it is determined that 6.3% 
of the total consumption is night 
consumption as a result of the 
measures taken, while it will 
normally consume 8.7% at night.
The total consumption is 
multiplied by this ratio and the 
possible value is subtracted from 
the actual consumption cost and 
the consumption cost is found.
A total reduction of 550,836 kWh 
was achieved during 2021 and 
this savings amounted to 445,327 
TL.

The CO2-e equivalent of the 
reduction is 260 tons.
April and May, when the stores 
were closed due to curfew, 
were not separated from the 
calculation, but as can be seen 
in the table below, there was a 
decrease in consumption and 
reduction amounts in those 
months.

TOTAL CO2-E REDUCTION 
AMOUNT DURING 2021

260ton

During 2021, we, 
as Boyner Büyük 
Mağazacılık, 
achieved a total 
reduction of 
550,836 kWh in 
the electricity 
consumption of 
our stores.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY IN BUILDINGS (BEV)SECTION 05
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MONTH January 21 February 21 March 21 April 21 May 21 June 21

Night 
Consum. Rate 

7,6% 7,1% 6,2% 7,6% 8,5% 5,5%

Reduction Rate 1,1% 1,6% 2,5% 1,0% 0,1% 3,1%

Reduction 
Amount Kwh 

             22.501              31.102              60.735              17.519                2.317              82.355 

Unit Price TL                  0,80                  0,80                  0,80                  0,80                  0,80                  0,80 

Total Savings TL              18.010              24.895              48.614              14.022                1.854              65.918 

Total Reduction                      11                      15                      29                        8                        1                      39 

2018 1.335.948 144 509 0,0547 0,0547 0,0547

2019 1.268.632 136 485 0,0522 0,0522 0,0522

2020 1.063.486 114 406 0,0437 0,0437 0,0437

2021 1.078.184 116 387 0,0416 0,0416 0,0416

2020-2021 
Change

1% 1% -5% -5% -5% -5%

2012-2021 
Change

24% -28% -6% -45% -45% -45%

MONTH July 21 August 21 September 21 October 21 November 21 December 21

Night 
Consum. Rate 

6,3% 6,3% 6,3% 6,8% 7,6% 8,0%

Reduction Rate 2,3% 2,4% 2,3% 1,9% 1,1% 0,6%

Reduction 
Amount Kwh 

             81.997              86.335              69.736            50.685              28.091              17.462 

Unit Price TL                  0,80                  0,80                  0,80                 0,85                  0,85                  0,85 

Total Savings TL              65.631              69.104              55.818            42.902              23.777              14.781 

Total Reduction                      39                      41                      33                     24                      13                        8 

2018 1.335.948 144 509 0,0547 0,0547 0,0547

2019 1.268.632 136 485 0,0522 0,0522 0,0522

2020 1.063.486 114 406 0,0437 0,0437 0,0437

2021 1.078.184 116 387 0,0416 0,0416 0,0416

2020-2021 
Change

1% 1% -5% -5% -5% -5%

2012-2021 
Change

24% -28% -6% -45% -45% -45%

TOTAL SAVING AMOUNT IN 2021/ TOTAL TOPLAM

Reduction Amount Kwh 550.836

Total Savings TL 445.327

Total Reduction Ton CO2-e 260
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54 Kwh for BR Mağazacılık, which 
carries out warehouse and office 
activities together.

Although the building is located 
in OSB, energy consumption is 
invoiced by OSB management, 
therefore, consumption of 
different sections within the 
building cannot be separated.
Since the work performed 
in the building differs and 
the consumption of these 
departments cannot be 
separated, BR Mağazacılık 
consumptions are monitored on 
a separate table on an annual 
basis.

BR Mağazacılık located at  
Torbalı, Pancar Organize Sanayi 
Bölgesi Mahallesi, 6. Cd. No: 3, 
35860 Torbalı/İzmir, of the group 
has been included in BEV studies.
The reason for being excluded 
from the works until this year 
is that the company carries 
out warehouse activities as 
well as office activities in its 
headquarters with its different 
partnership structure.

In the calculation made on the 
side, while our consumption per 
square meter in our two office 
buildings was 116 kWh in 2021, 
this figure was calculated as 

br
mağazacilik
(altinyildiz
classics)

BR MAĞAZACILIK 2021 
TOTAL CONSUMPTION 
(TON CO2-E)

273

Since 2020, we, as 
BR Mağazacılık, 
have been 
performing 
Energy Efficiency 
in Buildings (EEB) 
calculations.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY IN BUILDINGS (BEV)SECTION 05
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BR Mağazacılık
Total Consumption

Kwh 
Unit Consumption 

Kwh / m2
Total Consumption

Ton CO2-e
Unit Emission

Ton CO2-e / m2

2020                      544.956 45                                 223              0,0186 

2021                      653.417 54                                 273              0,0227 

2020-2021 Change 20% 20% 22% 22%
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COLLABORATIONS
As Boyner Group, we carry out 
cooperation projects to protect 
the environment.

Design Manager Tuğba Uğuz, 
BR Mağazacılık Visual Design 
Manager Derya Delice and Visual 
Presentation Manager Özgür 
Dumantepe. At the same time, 
while providing scholarship 
support to the students 
participating in the workshops, 
the students were asked to 
design a Christmas showcase 
with all waste materials that 
can be transformed such as 
sustainable showcase materials, 
fabrics, parcels, nylon bags, 
plastics. Among the design 
works, Ece Yüksel’s Christmas 
design was selected as the first.
In the next stage, using the 
sustainable materials in 
Altınyıldız Classics‘ stocks 
and only with wastes, the 
study named ’Inexhaustible 
Hopes’ adorned the showcase 
of the İzmir Hiltown Shopping 
Mall Altınyıldız Classics store 
throughout December.
Sustainable showcase work 
was also selected as the best 
Christmas showcase in the 
competition held by İzmir Hiltown 
Shopping Mall.

SUSTAINABLE SHOWCASE 
PROJECT

Altınyıldız Classics, in 
cooperation with Mimar Sinan 
Fine Arts University, started the 
100% Sustainable Showcase 
Project in order to make its 
works respectful to nature and 
the world of tomorrow and to 
adapt them to its showcases 
by using 100% sustainable 
materials.

In the first phase of the project, 
which covers the students at 
Mimar Sinan Fine Arts University 
of the 100% Sustainable 
Showcase Project, the students 
were asked to design a Christmas 
showcase using the sustainable 
materials in the company’s 
stocks. Training sessions 
were provided by  Associate 
Professor Dr. Sibel Onat Hattap, 
Associate Professor Dr. Kevser 
Gürcan Akbaş, Lecturer Pınar 
Salman, Dr. Faculty Member 
Başak Özdoğan, Assoc. Prof. 
Fatma Öztürk Dönmez, Dr. 
Faculty Member Çağla Tulukçu, 
Associate Professor Ece Postalcı, 
Lecturer Derya Tecimer, Lecturer 
Ayşegül Erdin Pekmezci and 
Research Assistant Reyhan 
Polat as well as BR Mağazacılık 
Corporate Communication 
Director Uğur Gülce, Beymen 
Business Design Manager Ahmet 
Korkmaz, Altınyıldız Classics 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

With Altınyıldız 
Classics, we 
started the “100% 
Sustainable 
Showcase Project” 
in order to design 
showcases that 
respect nature 
and the world of 
tomorrow with 
100% sustainable 
materials.

ALTINYILDIZ CLASSICS PROJECTS

To explore in detail 
the goals of 
sustainable 
development, visit
kureselamaclar.org
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LENGTH OF FABRIC 
PRODUCED IN 2021 (M)

273.000

AMOUNT OF FIBRE 
RECYCLED IN 2021

62.5TON

In 2021, using
62.5 tons of
recycled fiber, it 
has made 3
million 385 
thousand pet 
bottles
wearable, and 
about 87.5 tons
of CO2 emissions 
have been
prevented.

CHOPPED FABRIC RECYCLING 
PROJECT

“Chopped Fabric Recycling 
Project” was implemented by 
Altınyıldız Classics in order to 
support sustainable textile.
Within the scope of the project, 
it was decided to transform all 
waste fabrics into yarn and to 
make the recycling contribution 
more comprehensive in the 
Halsa recycling factory in Uşak 
with ‘OEKO-TEX Standart 100 ve 
Global Recycled Standard (GRS)’.
Altınyıldız Classics, which 
previously converted 1 million 
200 thousand pet bottles into 
cloth using 13 tons of recycled 
fiber, recycled the chopped 
fabric that the total supplier pool 
received from 15%in the first 
phase of the project.

The scope of the project is 
expanded to cover all suppliers 
in 2022 and it is aimed to recycle 
more chopped fabrics in quantity.
Within the scope of recycling 
studies “Used Clothing Collection 
and Recycling Project”, whose 
infrastructure and feasibility 
studies were completed in 2021 
will be realized in Altınyıldız 
Classics stores with the 
cooperation of Haksa.

RECYCLED (REPREVE) FABRIC

Altinyildiz, the brand that has 
introduced Turkish fabric to the 
world since its establishment 
in 1952, is also pioneering the 
sector in the field of sustainable 
textiles. Altinyildiz, which is one 
of the most effective recycling 
companies in the world and 
works with the Unifi company, 
turns special fiber obtained from 
pet bottles into Repreve fabric 
used by environmentally friendly 
global companies in its factory 
in Cerkezkoy. Altınyıldız, which 
produced 273 thousand meters 
of Repreve fabric in 2021, made 
about 3 million 385 thousand pet 
bottles wearable using 62.5 tons 
of recycled fiber.

Thus, 882 thousand kWh of 
energy and more than 288 
thousand liters of water were 
saved, and about 87.5 tons of CO2 
emissions were prevented.

ALTINYILDIZ PROJECTS
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Working with Color Digital in the 
harsh conditions of the pandemic 
period, the teams pushed their 
limits and made the “DMIX Cloud” 
platform available over a six-
week period.

Altinyildiz, which has presented 
its Autumn Winter ‘21’22 
collection on digital platform 
since July 2020, is excited to have 
brought its second collection 
work to the cloud with its 
Spring-Summer ‘22 collection. 
The woollen fabric collections 
carried to the digital platform by 
Altinyildiz have started to be used 
in the digital product collections 
of leading global brands in 
Europe. Thanks to the “DMIX 
Cloud” platform, customers can 
choose Altinyildiz fabrics via 3D 
sizing, see different patterns and 
variances of selected fabrics, 
access technical details, and final 
product designs can be made 
through the models proposed in 
the program or their own models.
Brands that use the innovative 
application within their own 
systems can design an entire 
collection digitally and without 
contact. With this platform, 
customers can access product 
groups, quality contents, and 
patterns simultaneously with 

Altinyildiz and even can review 
the collection and make their 
choices by themselves.

Altinyildiz, which has been a 
pioneer in the sector since 
1952 with its innovative line, 
carries out sustainability-based 
projects where the world’s 
limited resources are used in 
the most efficient way. Altinyildiz 
going on investing in its digital 
infrastructure and developing 
environmentally sensitive 
solutions by halving the collection 
production process and cost 
with this application, which 
eliminates borders and redefines 
the traditional textile design and 
sample production process.

DMIX CLOUD PROJECT

The pandemic period that began 
with the Covid-19 virus affecting 
the world led all sectors and 
companies to come up with 
different solutions.

Due to the pandemic, the world 
turned to digital channels with 
the closure of borders, the halting 
of product shipments, and the 
cancellation of fair organizations.
Altinyildiz, one of the Boyner 
Group companies, presented 
innovative solutions in this 
process to its customers with 
its investments in its digital 
infrastructure.

Altinyildiz, which carries fabric 
samples from traditional mold 
to digital platforms with the 
applications implemented 
in recent years, serves its 
customers all over the world 
through digital platform in the 
days when fairs do not take place 
and borders are closed
Altinyildiz, which started 
research in Dusseldorf 
to establish a dynamic 
communication network with 
its customers, shorten the 
production processes that 
extend with traditional methods, 
produce environmentally friendly 
solutions and provide better 
service, meets with its customers 
through the “DMIX Cloud” 
platform with Color 
Digital Company, which has 
signed joint projects with the 
German Fashion Institute.

With the “DMIX 
Cloud” platform, 
our customers can 
access the pattern, 
variant and 
technical details of 
Altınyıldız fabrics 
by 3D sizing.

COLL ABORATIONSSECTION 05
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LEE COOPER AND BOYNER’S 
ECO-FRIENDLY PARTNERSHIP

Sustainability is becoming an 
increasingly prominent agenda 
in the fashion world, while the 
number of ecological and eco-
friendly collections is increasing.
Boyner, which adopts the 
principle of increasing goodness 
with its customers and aims 
to raise awareness among its 
customers about good life, has 
signed a new collaboration with 
Lee Cooper that contributes 
to the sustainable future and 
expands the field of sustainable 
fashion.

The environmentally friendly 
capsule collection, created by 
Lee Cooper using repreve yarn 
and with less water consumption, 
is presented to customers only 
at Boyner stores and at “boyner.
com.tr”.

The “repreve” yarns, obtained by 
the recycling process of plastic 

wastes that harm the ecological 
balance of nature, have come to 
life in nature-friendly products 
prepared by Lee Cooper for 
Boyner.

The use of “repreve” yarns 
instead of conventional polyester 
material in capsule collection 
production has brought out 
striking results in terms of 
sustainable production.
During the production phase 
of the collection, which was 
prepared by transforming 
approximately 20 thousand pet 
bottles into a “repreve” content, 
45% less energy and 20% less 
water was consumed.
Gas emissions have decreased by 
30 percent.

In other words, 264.000 liters of 
water were saved while 33.000 
400 kilograms of CO2 emissions 
were reduced during the 
production.
T-shirts in the collection are 
made of organic cotton.

The “repreve” 
yarns, obtained 
by the recycling 
process of plastic 
wastes that harm 
the ecological 
balance of nature, 
have come to life 
in nature-friendly 
products prepared 
by Lee Cooper for 
Boyner.

AMOUNT OF WATER SAVING 
MADE DURING COLLECTION 
PRODUCTION

264.000

AMOUNT OF CO2 REDUCED 
DURING COLLECTION 
PRODUCTION (KG)

33,4 .000

BOYNER PROJECTS
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ZERO WASTE PROJECT 

In 2021, Boyner Buyuk Magazacilik  
was involved in the zero-waste 
project. While the head office 
and Street Store are designated 
as pilot zones, the study will be 
spread to other stores in the 
following years.

In the first place, zero waste 
equipments were installed at 
51 points in the head office and 
20 points in the Street Store.  
Webinars were organized in 2021 
to increase employee awareness 
and awareness. In the offices, 
the garbage cans under the table 
were removed and the employees 
were directed to separate their 
garbage and dispose of it in zero 
waste equipment. 

In order to obtain a zero-waste 
certificate in two locations, an 
application has been made to the 
General Directorate of Business 
Environment and the process is 
ongoing.

SECTION 05
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TSI COVID-19 
SAFE SERVICE CERTIFICATE

TSI Covid-19 Safe Service 
Certificate was obtained for 11 
stores within the scope of the 
Covid-19 epidemic measures that 
continued in 2021.

Certification is carried out by 
TSE and our stores have been 
approved for certification through 
site inspections after preliminary 
preparation.

The certificate is obtained on a 
voluntary basis and its validity 
period is 1 year.

We plan to carry out studies to 
keep our certificates up to date 
and increase our number of 
stores in 2022.



INVESTMENT 
IN SOCIETY
As Boyner Group, we invest 
in society and people by 
cooperating with 
non-governmental 
organizations and volunteers 
to ensure gender equality and 
support disadvantaged groups.
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INVESTMENT IN SOCIET Y

To explore in detail 
the goals of 
sustainable 
development, visit
kureselamaclar.org

GENDER EQUALITY

POMEGRANATE ARILS:
STRONGER YOUNG WOMEN, 
HAPPIER TOMORROWS
With our pomegranate arils project, 
we aim to encourage young women 
between the ages of 18-24 who are 
raised in dormitories by being exposed 
to social and economic exclusion in the 
society, to continue their education and 
to prepare them for the labor market 
by improving their personal development 
and job search skills.

NUMBER OF YOUNG 
WOMEN PARTICIPATING 
IN THE PROGRAM 
BET WEEN 2009-2013

162

 Originating in 2009, the project 
Pomegranate Arils: Stronger 
Young Women, Happier 
Tomorrows has been realized by 
the Ministry of Family and Social 
Policies, and Boyner Holding 
and its subsidiaries, with the 
technical support from the United 
Nations Population Fund (UNFPA), 
the partnership of the General 
Directorate of Child Services 
and the Human Management 
Association of Turkey (PERYÖN), 
and the cooperation with the 
Family Health and Planning 
Foundation of Turkey (TAPV).

The project Pomegranate Arils 
– Stronger Women, Happier 
Tomorrows; aimed to promote 
the continued education of the 
18–24-year-old young female 
high school and university 
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VOLUNTEER TEACHERS

80

SOCIAL INCLUSION 
SUPPORT TIME (H)

1.523

VOLUNTEER MENTOR

117

CONTRIBUTION TO
HIGHER EDUCATION

%15
MENTORING TIME (H)

8.812

graduates that grew up in 
orphanages of the ‘General 
Directorate of Child Services’ and 
exposed to social and economic 
discrimination in the society, 
and to teach them how to get 
prepared for the labour market 
by improving their personal 
developments and developing 
their job search skills.

Pomegranate Arils was the 
first women-focused project 
implemented by the private 
sector in “orphanages”.

In addition, the Pomegranate 
Arils selected as an exemplary 
project by the United Nations 
also received many national and 
international awards.

During the first 5 years (2009-
2014), 160 young women that 
grew up in orphanages were 
provided with trainings in various 
fields extending from personal 
development to academic 
success support, and from 
preparation for higher education 
to consultancy for choice of 
professions and the young 
women were supported by a 
mentoring program.

In the second period between 
the years of 2014-2016, a study 
covering 370 care providers, 
social service specialists, 
psychologists and teachers 
working in the orphanages 
(love houses and child and 
care houses) of the General 
Directorate of Child Services was 
conducted.
By providing instructive training 
for development of personal 
knowledge and competencies 
in childrearing and through an 
empowerment approach for 
raising of children under 18 years 
of age, the Pomegranate Arils 
Project was transformed into a 
sustainable program.

In other words, by training 
of trainers, the process was 
transferred to the stakeholders in 
orphanages.

There are nearly 40.000 people 
in 69 cities including the project 
participants, stakeholders, 
training personnel, the staff of 
the General Directorate of Child 
Services who are involved in and 
within the sphere of influence of 
the project.

THE CONCLUSION  
WE HAVE REACHED

• Training of 369 personnel 
working in dormitories 
between 2013-2016, training of 
20 personnel

• 5 Publications

• 2 Social Impact Analyses

• 1 Career Book

• 1 Education Guide

• 1 Mentoring Guide

• Case Study (With İLO, UN 
WOMEN, UNFPA)

• 2 National, 2 International 
Awards
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GOOD FOR BUSINESS 
With Good for Business, we empower 
women entrepreneurs who produce or 
sell to food and non-electronics 
organized retail.

TOTAL EMPLOYMENT 
CREATED BY 42 COMPANIES

1.516

INVESTMENT IN SOCIET Y

To explore in detail 
the goals of 
sustainable 
development, visit
kureselamaclar.org
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The situation of women 
employees working under 
standard working conditions in 
our supply chain is among our 
priority issues to consider within 
the scope of our supply-chain 
sustainability work program.
Moreover, we started to keep the 
statistical data of the number 
of women entrepreneurs 
among our business partners 
available in our supply network 
in 2015; in this context, in 2015, 
we found that only 63 of the 
342 suppliers in the Boyner 
Group private brands supply 
network were owned by female 
entrepreneurs and that only 53 
of those 63 companies were 
run and managed by women 
entrepreneurs. 

In terms of contribution 
in supporting women 
entrepreneurship in Turkey, 
in order to provide a capacity 
development support that will 
contribute to ensuring their 
companies’ sustainability and 
to encourage the individual 
empowerment of women 
entrepreneurship; on May 28, 
2015, we started the “Good for 
Business: Boyner Group Supply 
Chain Empowerment of Women 
Entrepreneurship Program” in 
cooperation with the International 
Finance Corporation - IFC (World 
Bank Group). Our project that was 
designed with pieces of training 
and events based on a branch of 
activity, which makes it unique 
both in Turkey and in the World, 
also has a special meaning for 
being the first project-based 
cooperation of the FC with a 
private entity out of the  
Finance sector.

NEEDS ANALYSIS

One-on-one interviews with 
female entrepreneurs in the 
Supply Chain identifying the 
issues that they need to increase 
the capacity of their companies 
and strengthen their individual 
activities. In these interviews, 
women entrepreneurs were 
asked about the obstacles that 
they encountered as women, the 
areas of development that they 
needed in terms of leadership, 
and the current situation 
analysis and areas of need in 
the market, finance, technology, 
human resources topics for their 
companies.

DESIGNATION OF THE 
TRAINING PROGRAM

The topics required in the 
context of needs analysis were 
picked from the BUSINESS EDGE 
training program prepared by the 
IFC for the purpose to support 
SMEs throughout the world.
Those training subjects were 
translated to Turkish and adapted 
for the ready-made clothing 
sector. In addition, for the first 
time, these pieces of training 
were revised with the perspective 
of gender equality.

TRAINING OF TRAINER

A trainers’ pool of acknowledged 
expert trainers on the selected 
training programs have been 
designed by the BUSINESS EDGE 
in Turkey and 2-day training for 
trainers, at which they received 

orientation about the training 
methods of the Business Edge, as 
well as a certificate authorizing 
them to provide the same 
training.

TRAINING PROGRAM

It was designed as a 12-
week program to improve the 
social skills, business skills, 
and financial skills of female 
entrepreneurs.

Topics covered in this program:

• Topics covered in this program:

• Contact

• Transformative Leadership

• Human Resources Management

• Strategic Planning

• B2B Marketing and Pricing

• Competitor Analysis and Market 
Positioning

• Financial Resources for Growth 
and New Investments

• Networks for New Markets

• Quality Management

• Social Compliance and 
Chemical Compliance 
Management

In addition, inspirational 
examples within the scope 
of each topic, speeches of 
banks with Women’s Banking 
program, private meetings with 
buyers at Boyner Group, and 
“Vender Forum” for access to 
new markets were organized.
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STAKEHOLDERS

Among the supporters of the 
program, The Boston Consulting 
Group, TEB, Garanti Bank, and 
Sekerbank from the private 
sector and WE CONNECT and 
KAGİDER from the civil society 
took place at the program 

IMPACT ANALYSIS

In 2015, the Impact Analysis 
of the project was carried out 
by PhD Deniz Seebacher From 
the University of Economics in 
Vienna. The Impact Analysis 
focused on the contribution of the 
project to women entrepreneurs’ 
individual improvement as 
well as on the question about 
how the program contributed 
to the improvement of the 
organizational capacity. With 
this analysis, the performance 
indicators defined in terms 
of finance and number of 
customers together with the 
positive-negative effects on 
the organizational capacities of 
female suppliers began to be 
measured. The most important 
output detected about the 
project has been the women 
entrepreneurs’ establishing a 

sharing network and business 
partnership between each other.
HONORED

“Good for Business” was 
introduced as an exemplary 
program in the “United Nations 
Women’s Empowerment 
Principles Meeting” held in New 
York in 2016. Moreover, the 
project’s Gender Smart Business 
Solution: Case Study Boyner 
Group Supply Chain Strength 
Women in Business publication 
has been released by IFC for 
the use of the whole world. The 
project has been presented as a 
sample case in Putting Gender 
Smarts Commitments into 
Practice: SheWorks Year One 
Progress Report prepared by 
“SHE WORKS”. 

In order to ensure the 
extensiveness and sustainability 
of our project, in 2018, we started 
a study oriented not only to 
women entrepreneurs in Boyner 
Group’s supply network, but 
also to all women entrepreneurs 
who were eager to provide 
products or services to non-food 
and non-electronic organised 
retail industry in cooperation 
with the Women Entrepreneurs 

Within the scope 
of the Good for 
Business project, 
our women 
entrepreneurs 
support their 
empowerment 
both individually 
and as a union 
by helping them 
to establish a 
sharing network 
and business 
partnership 
between each 
other.

RATIO OF FEMALE 
EXECUTIVES

%59,5
GOOD FOR BUSINESS
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Association of Turkey and the 
main project partner KAGİDER. 
While we maintained our then 
current number of women 
suppliers, the second term 
studies that we began with the 
purpose to support new women 
suppliers to join Boyner Group’s 
supply chain were financially 
supported by the Bank of 
America Merrill Lynch. 

In 2018, we published an 
announcement oriented to 
women entrepreneurs that 
“carry out production activities 
in textile including home textile), 
ready-made clothing, shoes & 
bags, accessories branches for 
the use of non-food and non-
electronic retail industry; manage 
the production organization in 
those branches; function in those 
branches with their companies 
required to be active at least for 
a minimum period of 3 years”. In 
addition to the education subjects 
that we had previously presented, 
in 2018 we have added new 
subjects like contract and labour 
law, law of obligations and tax, 
foreign trade incentives, public 
incentive programs, electronic 
commerce, etc.  

STAKEHOLDERS

The Boston Consulting Group, 
Istanbul Project, KOSGEB, 
Hepsiburada, the Ministry 
of Industry were among the 
supporters of the program in 
2019.

In addition to these, UPS became 
one of our stakeholders in 2019.

A total of 46 female 
entrepreneurs from 42 
companies participated in both 
programs.

As a disadvantage of the 
implementation of the program 
in Istanbul, the number of 
companies participating from 
provinces other than Istanbul  
was 8.

OUR PROJECT IN FIGURES:

Total Employment Created By 42 
Companies: 

1516 and in this employment, 
the ratio of women is 66%, and 
the ratio of women executives is 
59.5%.

 Distribution of the participating 
companies according to their 
fields of activity;

CHILDREN’S TEXTILE

5
ACCESSORY PRODUCTS

5

TEXTILE SUB-INDUSTRY

1

HOME TEXTILE 

14

GARMENT PRODUCTS

15

SHOES BAGS

11

KITCHEN TEXTILE

1
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GENDER EQUALITY

‘’GOOD FOR BUSINESS’’ SHOP
We empower women entrepreneurs 
by supporting the sale of our 
entrepreneurial women’s products at 
the Good for Business Shop, which is 
opened in Morhipo, the e-commerce 
address of fashion.

We aim to increase 
the rate of women 
entrepreneurs 
in Turkey for the 
Good for Business 
Shop project.

INVESTMENT IN SOCIET Y

To explore in detail 
the goals of 
sustainable 
development, visit
kureselamaclar.org
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As Boyner Group, gender equality 
is an issue that we attach great 
importance to and that has 
been at the center of both our 
working principles and social 
investments.

Firstly, we took the “Good for 
Business” program, which 
we started in 2015 in order to 
increase the capacities of women 
entrepreneurs in our supply 
chain, one step further in 2019. In 
the “Good for Business” program, 
72 female entrepreneurs 
who own businesses have 
successfully completed their 
individual and corporate capacity 
building trainings and received 
their certificates.

Good for Business:

Women Entrepreneurs 
Empowerment Program, on the 
one hand, empowers women 
entrepreneurs to grow their 
businesses and meet with large 
masses, on the other hand, 
we aim to increase the rate 
of women entrepreneurs in 
Turkey and to support women 
entrepreneurs in accessing both 
finance and the market.
The products of the female 
entrepreneurs participating 
in the project, which has been 
put into practice in order to 
empower women as retailers 
with the cooperation of Boyner 
Group and KAGİDER (The Women 

Entrepreneurs Association of 
Turkey) and which is used as a 
model to the world by the United 
Nations and World Bank, are 
up for sale at the shop Good for 
Business opened at Morhipo.com, 
the web address of fashion in 
terms of e-commerce. Thousands 
of products of 24 female 
operators operating in the fields 
of textiles, garments, shoes, 
bags, accessories, home and 
kitchen textiles and participating 
in the “Good for Business” in 
the Good for Business Shop 
were presented to Morhipo.com 
customers.
These products were offered 
for sale with special privileges 
on Morhipo.com, which hosts 
more than 40 million customers 
monthly on the e-business 
platform. With the new designers 
who will join the Good for 
Business Shop, we aim to 
contribute to more entrepreneurs 
and to reach Morhipo.com 
customers with a wider selection.

While Good for Business Shop 
and women entrepreneurs 
support them in accessing 
the market, which is the most 
important need of women 
entrepreneurs, women 
entrepreneurs who produce Good 
Jobs add great value to Boyner 
Group and Morhipo.

As the Good for 
Business Shop 
team, we have 
created thousands 
of products and 
e-commerce 
platforms of 24 
female operators 
participating in the 
project. We bring 
together more 
than 40 million 
customers per 
month through 
Morhipo and offer 
them for sale with 
special privileges.
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8TH OF MARCH CAMPAIGNS
As Boyner Group, we share our values 
and perspective by bringing gender 
equality to the agenda on 8 March 
International Women’s Day every year.
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INVESTMENT IN SOCIET Y
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Boyner Group has been sharing its 
values and perspective on gender 
equality with a campaign that 
will bring gender equality to the 
agenda on 8 March International 
Women’s Day every year since 
2009.  Through such ads, attention 
is drawn to the supporting policies 
and practices required to be 
established and implemented 
in relation to equality of men 
and women, and the efforts for 
the establishment of a societal 
agenda in this field are supported.

Through such ads, attention is 
drawn to the supporting policies 
and practices required to be 
established and implemented 
in relation to equality of men 
and women, and the efforts for 
the establishment of a societal 
agenda in this field are supported.  
All managers, including the senior 
management, are encouraged to 
create awareness in the public 
regarding this matter and to 
attend events and conferences 
organized and held by the

platforms specific to women’s 
rights. In addition to internal and 
external communications specific 
to World Women’s Day, events are 
organized with universities and 
non-governmental organizations, 
and activities and messages are 
shared on different platforms.
By displaying an active presence 
on global platforms, Boyner 
Group does not limit its efforts 
with the domestic stakeholders 
only but carries them abroad.
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BULUSUM
With the project 
of Bulusum, we 
support social 
entrepreneurs 
who say, “I have an 
invention”.

Launched by Boyner Foundation 
in 2015, Bulusum was established 
as a web-based platform 
supporting social entrepreneurs 
and aiming to promote and 
expand strategic donation, while 
being a social enterprise itself at 
the same time.

BULUSUM is a platform 
“breathing life” into social 
enterprises, through which 
projects will provide benefits for 
the community.

The purpose of Bulusum is to 
take the social entrepreneurs 
saying “I have an invention” 
by the hand and to give them 
the courage to start. The most 
important criterion to load a 
project to and to receive support 
from Bulusum is to have a project 
that will provide social benefits
Bulusum differs from other 
platforms with its funding model, 
and it works with a hybrid model 
in which the traditional model 
in which companies fund social 
entrepreneurs and the mass 
funding approach in which 
individual donors support social 
projects are combined.

By the end of 2018, 461.000 TL 
support was provided to 14 social 
enterprises.

SUPPORT FOR SOCIAL 
ENTERPRISE

14

14 SOCIAL ENTERPRISE 
SUPPORT (TL)

461.000

Sustainable
Life Film Festival
Support Amount : 40.790 TL

Born with the dream of a 
society that is sharing, open, 
fair, understanding, embracing 
diversity and values the planet 
and the life on it, Sustainable 
Life Film Festival (SYFF) aims to 
contribute to cultural change for 
a sustainable life.

With its selection of 
documentaries that include a 
holistic perspective and creative 
solutions selected from hundreds 
of films every year, it reminds 
viewers that they can go beyond 
being a helpless part of the 
problem and become a part of 
the solution.

INVESTMENT IN SOCIET Y

To explore in detail 
the goals of 
sustainable 
development, visit
kureselamaclar.org
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Gelecek Daha Net  
(Future is Brighter)
Support Amount : 25.000  TL

The Gelecek Daha Net (Future 
is Brighter) youth platform was 
created with the aim to enable 
the young people in Turkey to 
achieve the know-how, skills, and 
connections to help them make 
the right choices in education, 
business, and life. It is important 
that young people can make 
conscious decisions, dominate 
their own lives and become 
proactive individuals because the 
world needs young people.
Young leaders to manage the 
institutions that shape our future 
are required.

Conscious and sensitive 
individuals that will contribute 
to society, use the resources 
correctly, produce and 
encourage human development, 
are required. For this exact 
reason, investing in the youth is 
invaluable as this investment, in 
return, will save the world!
Young people remain alone while 
making the most important 
decisions of their lives and they 
lack instruments to help them 
make conscious decisions.
On the other hand, in fact, 
the professionals that are 
directly related to the problem 
are looking for appropriate 
employees as the companies are 
calculating the return of their 
investments.

Yuvarla (Round Up)
Support Amount : 60.000 TL

In order to develop the culture of 
individual donation in our country 
and to create resources for non-
governmental organizations, 
Yuvarla is preparing to integrate 
the donation system into shop 
shopping in the classical sense 
after two years of development of 
the project.

For this great development, 
Yuvarla should now become a 
sustainable structure and have 
the most appropriate legal 
personality for this.

In this way, it aims to support 
more non-governmental 
organizations than more 
shopping spots.

With YUVARLA that developed 
the method of rounding the 
fractions we applied in online 
shopping, and also for offline 
sales channels, in 2018, with 
the integrations it made with İş 
Bankası, Akbank, QNB Finans 
Bank, ing Bank, Albara Türk, 
TEB, the introduction of the 
credit cards of these banks to the 
YUVARLA it enabled the fractions 
to be rounded in their purchases 
made at offline points.

Soru Sana
Support Amount : 50.000 TL

SoruSana is a mobile application 
that aims to increase the 
interaction and knowledge 
sharing of students preparing for 
university exams.

Aiming to support young people 
who face similar difficulties and 
have similar processes during 
the university exam process, 
social enterprise enables young 
people with more opportunities 
and knowledge to support young 
people who have less opportunity 
to reach a solution.

With the support of Bulusum, 
it was aimed to expand the 
application to other exams by 
meeting all the needs of the 
SoruSana project and to develop 
R&D, server and dissemination 
operations.

By creating a social platform, 
SoruSana allows students to 
share the questions they cannot 
solve with each other and to solve 
the question of the student in 
Kars in practical ways learned by 
another student in Istanbul.

SoruSana aims to improve 
everyone with new methods and 
reduce inequality in the field of 
education.
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Sinemasal
Support Amount : 60.000 TL

According to UNICEF data, 1 
million 297 thousand children in 
the 6-17 age group in Turkey do 
not go to school, 900 thousand of 
these children are employed as 
full-time or seasonal workers.
Cinematic aims to expand the 
imagination by introducing these 
children, who live in rural areas 
and are mostly disadvantaged, 
to art.

Thanks to cinema, the door of a 
world they never knew is opened 
for children with limited means.
With the thought-provoking 
power of culture and art, children 
become aware of their own 
potential, discover their creativity 
through artistic activities and 
share the excitement of new 
horizons.

Children who are aware of their 
alternatives to life are allowed to 
imagine a better future and meet 
people who can be an inspiration.

Ustamdan
Support Amount : 35.000 TL

Embracing craftsmen and 
craftsmen in Turkey, the 
Ustamdan project aims to 
introduce Anatolian products 
and Anatolian culture to the 
world, provide employment 
opportunities for craftsmen and 
apprentices in the provinces, thus 
creating economic sustainable 
values specific to that region in 
each region, and at the same 
time bring local cultural values 
to light.

If Ustamdan achieves the project 
goal, he will also ensure the 
growth of local economies by 
protecting and strengthening 
local economies and cultural 
values by achieving the local 
values in Anatolia and making 
them sustainable. The project set 
out to become a world brand that 
brings cultural values to daily life 
with creative ideas.

The project is preparing to be a 
solution partner of institutions 
and organizations with services 
and products where cultural 
values meet creative ideas.
The young team works with a 
creative and socially responsible 
perspective.

Thanks to Bulusum, it is planned 
to immortalize the stories of 
millennial master hands with a 
short film series, thus introducing 
the project from my master and 
transferring the deep-rooted 
values to future generations.

E-Bursum (E-Scholarship)
Support Amount : 50.000 TL

E-Scholarship is a social 
enterprise established 
to minimize inequality of 
opportunity in education.
The social enterprise, which 
carries the manual scholarship 
system in Turkey to the digital 
system, works both to facilitate 
students’ access to the financial 
resources required for their 
education and to ensure that 
scholarship donors have a more 
systematic and democratic 
scholarship process.

In addition to the systematized 
scholarship system, 
E-Scholarship aims to maximize 
the effects of scholarship 
holders with basic financial 
literacy education, social impact 
measurement and online 
mentoring.

E-Scholarship aims to develop 
the “Mass Scholarship Funding” 
system, which is the new 
generation scholarship method, 
with the support it will receive 
from the Invention.

BULUSUM
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FreePark
Support Amount : 25.000 TL

Freepark is a parking system 
solution consisting of a special 
barrier and mobile application 
developed to prevent the 
occupation of disabled parking 
areas by unobstructed persons.

The aim of the project is to 
disseminate this solution in all 
countries such as Turkey and 
Mexico, where this problem is, 
and to create areas that are more 
accessible to everyone and where 
freedoms are not restricted.

SesliDurak
Support Amount : 60.000 TL

Sesli Durak was implemented 
as a smartphone application 
developed to solve the problem 
of visually impaired people not 
being able to find out which bus 
comes to the stop while waiting 
at the bus stops.

Sesli Durak, which enables the 
visually  impaired to be informed 
about the buses arriving at the 
stops, tells the users on which 
line the buses approaching the 
stop belong.

Begoodto.me 
Support Amount : 30.000 TL

begoodto.me is a social 
enterprise established to spread 
and reproduce good deeds, good 
behavior and positive actions (we 
call them Good News).

We set out with the desire to be 
more understanding and kind to 
each other, nature and animals.
We thought of shaping this 
behavior by constantly being 
exposed to positive samples.
Today, we can be exposed to 
too many examples of negative 
behavior from different sources.
We want to replace them with 
positives and turn small favors 
into bigger ones.

For this purpose, we made a 
mobile application for both iOS 
and Android.

While we increase awareness 
about goodness thanks to the 
Good Reports shared by the 
users, we turn small goodness 
shares into bigger goodness 
thanks to the score system we 
integrate into the application.
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SUPPORTING DISADVANTAGED GROUPS

GOODNESS IS NEVER
OUT OF FASHION
We continue to produce projects with 
a sense of social responsibility for 
the solution of social problems and 
sustainable future.

INVESTMENT IN SOCIET Y

To explore in detail 
the goals of 
sustainable 
development, visit
kureselamaclar.org
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Boyner continues to act with 
the understanding of social 
responsibility for the solution of 
social problems and sustainable 
future and to produce projects 
for this purpose. It also believes 
that awareness of the concept 
of donation should be increased 
and promoted in order to create a 
wider sphere of influence.

Boyner, focusing on investing in 
society and creating influence 
with its Corporate Social 
Responsibility (CSR) projects, 
has been carrying out the project 
‘’Cycle into Goodness’’ that it 
launched in cooperation with 
Lokman Hekim Health Foundation 
in 2014 and the project ‘’Donate 
Goodness’’, which continues 
since 2016, within the project 
of “Goodness is never out of 
Fashion”

In the CSR projects of Boyner, 
the goals listed in the United 
Nations Sustainable Development 
Goals including No Poverty (Goal 
1), Reduced Inequality (Goal 
10), Responsible Consumption 
and Production (Goal 12), and 
Partnerships to Achieve the 
Goal (Goal 17), are addressed 
collectively. Besides this, 
supporting all kinds of activities 
to promote greater environmental 
responsibility (Principle 8) in the 
United Nations Global Compact, 
to which Boyner is a party, is also 
covered by the CSR work.

In this respect, Boyner has been 
continuing its projects within the 
scope of “Goodness is never out 
of Fashion”, a social investment 
designed and implemented 
for social, environmental and 
economic development goals 
since 2012.

With these works, Boyner was 
awarded the “Green Office” 
certificate by the World-Wide 
Fund for Nature (WWF) in 2013.

CYCLE INTO GOODNESS

The project Cycle into Goodness 
related to the re-contribution of 
textile products, which have no 
value for the final user anymore, 
back into the economy through 
various methods. The project is 
an opportunity that collectively 
creates social, economic, and 
ecological benefits.

The project aims to enable the 
creation of social, environmental, 
economic and ecological benefits 

together.

Textile wastes are collected in 
large collection boxes made of 
recycled materials located in all 
Boyner and YKM Stores.

In this project, which raises 
awareness about recycling in the 
sector, Boyner cooperates with 
Lokman Hekim Health Foundation 
to ensure the successful 
recycling of textile wastes.

The scope of the Cycle into 
Goodness project has been 
explained and implemented 
to customers and Boyner 
employees as follows:

Re-Use: The incoming products 
are collected from the stores and 
transferred to the warehouse 
of the Lokman Hekim Health 
Foundation in Gebze. The 
products that can be cleaned and 
reused are included in the first 
separated group.

The products in this group 
are cleaned and repaired 
and delivered to the needy 
through Lokman Hekim Health 
Foundation. Lokman Hekim 
Health Foundation, a project 
partner, organizes a bazaar event 
for the sale of products that can 
be cleaned and reused.

The income obtained from the 
sales made at the bazaar event 
is transferred to the scholarship 
fund of the foundation.

 The scholarships of 47 health 
science students were paid for 
from the income of the project 
between 2015 and 2021.

Upcyle: 
The incoming products are also 
evaluated as basic material for 
other work. Within this scope, 
the suitable waste is sent to the 
Sariyer Women Cooperative that 
engages in activities in this field.  
 

Recyle: 
Other textile products are sorted 
as ‘’organic or inorganic’’ and 
accessories in textile products 
are sorted as ‘’metal or plastic’’.
Organic materials, metals, and 
plastics of the collected raw 
material are sent for recycling. 
Thus, the Lokman Hekim Health 
Foundation generates another 
stream of income.
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Inorganic materials are 
transformed into energy in the 
cement sector by capturing 
their emissions since there is 
not convenient technology and 
investment to recycle a product 
group of such a big scale in our 
country.

The project Cycle to Goodness 
was honored with a ‘’Green 
Dot Industrial Award’’ by the 
leading expert institution ÇEVKO 
(Environmental Protection 
and Packaging Waste Recovery 
and Recycling Foundation) in 2015 
and  with an ‘’Efficiency Award’’ 
by TİSK (Turkish Confederation of 
Employer Associations). 

It had the Continuity/
Sustainability Award at Altin 
Pusula Odulleri (Golden Compass 
Awards) organized by TÜHİD 
(Turkish Public Relations 
Foundation) in 2019. 

In order to maximize the 
impact of the Project ‘’Cycle 
to Goodness’’ on the issue of 
combating poverty, the project 
‘’Donate Goodness’’ was 
incorporated into this great 
movement with the help of 
public and non-governmental 
organizations in 2016.

Through the project ‘’Cycle to 
Goodness’’

• A total of 176.7 tons of wastes 
were collected from the day the 
project started until 31.12.2021.

• A total of 79.9 tons of wearable 
products were cleaned and 
reused.

• Of these, 42.9 tons were 
distributed to those in need.

• 37 tons were sold for sale at 
bazaars.

• 26.8 tons of textile products 
were converted into yarns, 
and nearly 2 tons of metal 
and plastic accessories were 
converted into raw materials.

• A total of 64 tons of second-
hand clothing were converted 
into energy.

• Approximately 4 tons of 
material was knitted back.

• Due to the pandemic conditions, 
the bazaar could not be held in 
2021.

• In the previous years, a total 
of 47 students were granted 
scholarships since the day the 
project started with the sale of 
a total of 36.9 tons of products 
at bazaars.

42,9 TONS WERE 
DISTRIBUTED TO  
THOSE IN NEED

42,9
ton

TOTAL AMOUNT OF 
SECOND-HAND CLOTHING 
CONVERTED INTO ENERGY 
WITHIN THE SCOPE OF THE 
CYCLE INTO GOODNESS

64 ton
With the 
awareness it 
creates in the 
society, the “Cycle 
into Goodness” 
project won 
the Continuity/
Sustainability 
Award at the 
Golden Compass 
Awards in 2019.

GOODNESS IS NEVER OUT OF FASHION
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DONATE GOODNESS

Fictionalized with a participatory 
social responsibility method, 
which we see different examples 
of in the world and in our 
country, the “Donate Goodness” 
project has been successfully 
implemented by Boyner for 6 
years.

Within the scope of the project, 
which has been in progress since 
2016, special product packages 
are prepared in order to provide 
clothing support to Boyner 
customers and those in need in 
stores and online sales channels.
These products are offered 
to customers as a “Donate 
Goodness” package and each 
Donate Goodness package 
sold is delivered to the needy 
through Lokman Hekim Health 
Foundation. Each “Donate 
Goodness” package is organized 
as a combination of “top and 
bottom” clothing and a system 
is designed for those in need 
to quickly access seasonal 
products.

The project, which has been 
ongoing since June 18, 2016, is 
currently being carried out in 37 
cities and 9.950 stores.

Within the scope of the project, 
while customers buy from 
Boyner stores and boyner.com.
tr from the “Donate Goodness” 
packages offered for 40 TL,  
Boyner also contributes the 
same amount to the purchased 
Goodness Packages and delivers 
the “Goodness Packages” to the 
needy through Lokman Hekim 
Health Foundation.

With the “Donate 
Goodness” project; 
more than 50,000 
“Donate Goodness” 
packages were 
delivered to the 
needy between 
2016-2021.
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TOTAL FOOD DONATION 
WITHIN THE SCOPE OF 
DONATE FOOD PROJECT

1.000
pcs

DONATE FOOD

Boyner, which has been carrying 
out “Cycle into Goodness” 
projects since 2014 and “Donate 
Goodness” projects since 2016, 
continues to spread goodness 
to different audiences with the 
“Donate Food” project it started 
in September 2021.

Within the scope of the project, 
food packages are offered to 
Boyner customers in order to 

provide food support to animal 
shelters in stores and online 
channels. In addition to the 
purchases made from Boyner 
Stores or boyner.com.tr, the food 
packages purchased for 30 TL 
are delivered to animal shelters 
in cooperation with Hektaş Pet 
Care and HAÇIKO.

Within the scope of the project, 
1000 food donations of 3 kg have 
been delivered to the shelters by 
HAÇİKO.

Within the scope 
of the Donate 
Food project, food 
packages are 
offered to Boyner 
customers in 
order to provide 
food support to 
animal shelters in 
stores and online 
channels.

GOODNESS IS NEVER OUT OF FASHION
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1.000

5.292

4.800 TL

157.486 TL

NUMBER OF 
DONATE BAG PROJECT 
DONATION IN 2021

NUMBER OF 
DONATE BAG PROJECT 
DONATION IN 2021

AMOUNT OF 
DONATE BAG PROJECT 
DONATION IN 2021

AMOUNT OF 
DONATE GOODNESS 
PROJECT DONATION IN 2021

134 3.680 TL
NUMBER OF 
DONATE FOOD PROJECT 
DONATION IN 2021

AMOUNT OF
DONATE FOOD DONATION
IN 2021

744 22.024 TL
NUMBER OF
DONATE TOYS PROJECT 
DONATION IN 2021

AMOUNT OF
DONATE TOYS PROJECT 
DONATION IN 2021
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BOYNER EMBRACES THE 
GOOD LIFE WITH LIVEWELL

Boyner has implemented a “good 
living platform” created under 
the name of Boyner LiveWell 
in order to add value to society 
and the environment. Believing 
that it is possible to feel better, 
more fit, and happier even 
with small changes, Boyner 
has included sustainable and 
organic textile to vegan products 
and environmentally friendly 
products from cosmetic products 
that have not been tested on 
animals. It is aimed to create 
awareness for good life with the 
platform, which includes many 
products that add value to life.

PRODUCT SALE 
COOPERATION WITH 
THE ASSOCIATION 
FOR THE SUPPORT OF 
CONTEMPORARY LIVING

The collection of the Association 
for the Support of Contemporary 
Living (ÇYDD) that caricaturist 
Piyale Madra created with 
her drawings was offered to 
customers in Boyner stores for 
sale. The collections, bearing 
the name “Pİ Collection,” 
consisting of bags, mugs, t-shirts, 
bookmarks, and notebooks 
specially designed by caricaturist 

Piyale Madra within the scope 
of the project, were offered for 
sale with newly added products 
in 2017 at 17 sales points. 1.168 
products reached customers in 
2016 - 2017 and the generated 
income in the amount of 121,000 
TL was transferred to the 
Association for the Support of 
Contemporary Living. Sales of 
the collection were continued 
in 13 stores and the internet-
store www.boyner.com in 2018. 
During this period, 2.166 products 
were sold, and a 44.568,68 TL 
fund was created. The total 
funds obtained from sales for 
the foundation in total reached 
165.568,68 TL. 

In 2018 on the 11th of October, 
International Day of the Girl Child, 
additional funds for the one-year 
scholarships of 8 young women 
who were university students, 
were gathered through sales 
at product stands that were set 
up by ÇYDD at headquarters 
of companies within the body 
of Boyner Group. In even 2020, 
1.400 products from the ÇYDD 
Collection were sold at 10  
stores and at boyner.com.tr,  
and 32.693 TL was transferred  
to the Foundation.

GOODNESS IS NEVER OUT OF FASHION
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SUPPORTS FOR HEALTH 
CARE FIELD AND HEALTH 
CARE PROVIDERS DURING 
THE PANDEMIC PERIOD

As Boyner Group, in addition 
to the in-kind contribution of 2 
Million TL as Boyner Group to 
the health care providers who 
were applauded by all of Turkey 
for their heroic fight against 
the coronavirus epidemic, the 
National Solidarity Campaign was 
supported with 1 Million TL.

Boyner Group, which aims to 
fulfill its social responsibilities 
by helping every area that it can 
reach during this difficult period, 
has thus allocated 3 Million TL 
to support our country’s fight 
against the Covid-19 pandemic.
Cash grants have been raised 
through donations.

50,000 surgical masks and 
5,500 protective overalls were 
provided through Lokman Hekim 
Health Foundation for the use 
of healthcare institutions and 
healthcare professionals.

Product stocks such as t-shirts, 
underwear, pajamas, blankets, 
duvets and slippers in the stores 
and warehouses of Boyner, 
Morhipo and Altınyıldız Classics 
brands have been opened to the 
needs and demands of the hotels 
and healthcare professionals 
staying in the dormitories.

GIFT BOX DESIGNING 
PROJECT WITH MIMAR 
SINAN FINE ARTS 
UNIVERSITY

A very special project that 
supports youth and art was 
carried out, considering 
that Boyner is the favorite 
gift-shopping destination in 
Turkey. Junior students at the 
Department of Graphic design 
at the Faculty of Fine Arts of 
Mimar Sinan Fine Arts University 
designed special gift boxes for 
Boyner. 

Students designed the boxes, all 
of which had the quality of works 
of art, based on the concepts 
such as “dreams,” “hopes,” 
“enthusiasm,” “happiness,” and 
“sharing.” Within the scope of 
the project, launched for New 
Year’s shopping in 2019, Boyner 
supports the students at the 
Faculty of Fine Arts of Mimar 
Sinan Fine Arts University and 
the faculty, with the proceeds 
from the sold gift boxes

A total of 24,246 products were 
sent to 126 hospitals within the 
scope of this study.

During this period, another 
project was implemented to 
support health care providers. 
A portion of the revenues from 
the sale of masks, colognes, and 
other protective products offered 
for sale with the pandemic were 
donated to Lokman Hekim Health 
Foundation.
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BR MAĞAZACILIK - 
ONE STUDENT PER STORE

The training phase of the “Dünya 
Yaşasın Diye!” project initiated 
by Altınyıldız Classics in order to 
leave a sustainable future to the 
world of tomorrow and nature 
has been realized.

In line with the “Qualified 
Education” article of the United 
Nations Sustainable Development 
Goals, which is an important 
roadmap on sustainability, the 
first phase of the “One Student 
per Store” project was initiated 
in the Izmir Region in order to 
provide an education scholarship 
to university young people 
by focusing on the fact that a 
sustainable future will be thanks 
to educated young people.

With the support of the “One 
Student per Store” scholarship, 
each Altınyıldız Classics store in 
Izmir supports each student who 
wins a scholarship in the first 
phase of the project. The project 
will be expanded and continued 
in 2022.

SUPPORT TO NATURE  
BY BOYNER

Boyner continues to work that 
contributes to a sustainable 
future and expands the field of 
sustainable fashion.

In collaboration with Lee Cooper, 
REPREVE ® yarns obtained by 
recycling plastic wastes that 
damage the ecological balance of 
nature have been revived in the 
eco-friendly products prepared 
by Lee Cooper for Boyner.
This eco-friendly collection, 
which was prepared by 
transforming approximately 
20 thousand pet bottles into 
REPREVE ® yarns, has created a 
“jean revolution” in its field with 
its sustainable production style.

All of the REPREVE® recycled 
polyester, fibers and yarns used 
in the collection are certified by 
Oeko-Tex, a global independent 
inspection and certification 
system that is not harmful to 
human health.

Within the scope of the project, a 
decrease in emission values has 
been achieved with the savings 
made in water and energy 
consumption.

During the production phase of 
the collection, 45 percent less 
energy and 20 percent less water 
was consumed.

DONATION TO 
THE EDUCATIONAL 
VOLUNTEERS FOUNDATION 
OF TURKEY (TEGV)

In 2019, a printed special T-shirt 
collection was made for Limon , 
one of the Boyner special brands, 
with the photograph of the Great 
Leader Mustafa Kemal Atatürk.

Within the scope of October 
29th Republic Day, some of 
the income from these special 
T-shirts offered to the customers 
on Boyner stores and boyner.
com.tr has been donated to 
the Educational Volunteers 
Foundation of Turkey (TEGV)
bağışlanmıştır.

GOODNESS IS NEVER OUT OF FASHION
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NEW ERA IN RETAILING 
WITH BOYNER STREET

Focusing on the customer 
experience, Boyner introduced 
the experience store concept 
to shopping lovers with the 
Boyner Street store it opened in 
September 2021.

Spread over 5,000 square 
meters, the 5-storey Boyner 
Street store offers customers 
a fluid experience that is 
sustainable, nature-friendly, 
intertwined with sports and art, 
and in which life flows. Most of 
the materials and objects used 
in the store are selected from 
products suitable for recycling 
and further recycling. A system 
that is reused by treating 
rainwater has been established 
and a part of the store’s 
electricity has been met with 
solar energy. There are bicycles 
in the store where shopping 
enthusiasts can charge their 
phones and generate electricity 
as they pedal.

In addition, different parts of 
the store are equipped with the 
designs and innovative works of 
important artists.

Gas emissions have decreased 
by 30 percent. A total of 264,000 
litres of water were saved, while 
CO2 emissions were reduced by 
33,400 kg.

Boyner continues to work 
intensively to increase the 
sustainable and organic 
collections of Lee Cooper as well 
as both its private brands and 
other brands.

Acting with the awareness of the 
effects of climate change on our 
world and environment, Boyner 
adopts a sustainable fashion 
approach and observes that the 
demand for ecological and eco-
friendly collections is increasing 
day by day.

Boyner aims to implement 
environmentally friendly 
projects that add value to life. 
With this approach, ONLY and 
ONLY&SONS brands have signed 
a cooperation with and recycled 
and offered their collection of 
organic products for sale in 
stores and on boyner.com.tr. For 
each product purchased from the 
collection, seed shot was carried 
out through # ecoDrone to in 
areas where afforestation is not 
available.

The capsule collection 
implemented by online using 
Better Cotton includes bicycle 
collar, zippered and hat 
sweatshirts and sweat pants, 
which are indispensable parts of 
end-stage streetwear for women.
For men’s clothing, it is possible 
to support the shooting of a 
seed ball through # ecoDrone by 
purchasing from ONLY&SONS 
products produced with an 
environmentally friendly 
technology.
After shopping, customers 
receive information messages 
about seed donation via SMS.

In Boyner Street store, there are 
also two paintings designed by 
Deniz Sağdıç, which brings waste 
materials together with art, 4 
seats, 1 coffee table, 1 carpet and 
1 floor lamp made of 350 pieces 
of defective waste denim pants.
Pet bottles used in head offices 
were found alive on a wall of the 
Street store.

Approximately 1500 pet bottles 
were used for this very aesthetic 
and forward transforming wall.
There is an example not only 
of recycling, but also of further 
recycling. Approximately 1000 
products with no sales value 
were transformed into seating 
groups. Apart from these, 50% 
of the materials such as other 
seating group and stand used 
in the store were prepared by 
converting them forward.

Many different events were 
organized on Boyner Street, 
which was built in accordance 
with the living store concept.
In this context, Caddebostan 
beach was cleaned on World 
Cleaning Day and Boyner 
Dynamic Team run was held on 
September 25.
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Yuvarla (Round Up)
Through the Round Up project, it is aimed 
to expand the value created by customers 
day by day and to create value for the 
community altogether. 

The “Round Up” project, which 
was implemented on the digital 
retail side and presented to 
customers for strategic donation, 
started to be implemented on 
morhipo.com and boyner.com.
tr in 2014. Since the start of the 
implementation, the resources of 
non-governmental organizations 
in education, children and young 
people, health, gender equality 
and environment have been 
contributed to the resources of 
non-governmental organizations 
in the system with Round Up, a 
social enterprise model designed 
to create resources for non-
governmental organizations in 
Turkey. Through the project, it 
is aimed to increase the value 
created by the customers day 
by day and to create value for 
the society together. With the 
project, customers were offered 
an environment to support non-
governmental organizations.

Customers could easily 
support the non-governmental 
organization of their choice by 
rounding up the basket amounts 
after completing their shopping 
smoothly when they wanted.
With the project, which started 
to be used in 2014, cooperation 
continued through digital 
channels by supporting the donor 
culture in 2017.

ACUTE Search and  
Rescue Association

Teacher Academy Foundation

Education Volunteers  
Foundation of Turkey

Mother Child Education Foundation

TEMA Foundation

Turkish Education Foundation

World Wide Fund for Nature

Tohum Autism Foundation

Turkish Red Crescent

Hope Foundation for  
Children with Cancer

Community Volunteers Foundation

Turkish Foundation for  
Children in Need of Protection

Spinal Cord Paralytics  
Association of Turkey Turkish Spinal 
Cord Injury Association

Turkish Green Crescent Society

We contribute to 
the resources of 
non-governmental 
organizations in 
education, children 
and young people, 
health, gender 
equality and 
environment.

INVESTMENT IN SOCIET Y

To explore in detail 
the goals of 
sustainable 
development, visit
kureselamaclar.org
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paylaştik (WE SHARE)
Morhipo brings together a total of  
820 products of the Purple Roof Women’s 
Shelter Foundation with its customers 
and transfers the project revenues to  
the foundation.

Within the scope of the PaylasTIK 
project initiated by Morhipo.com 
with the slogan “Let’s create a 
future with high social sensitivity 
together”, the revenues of 
products produced for non-
governmental organizations are 
transferred for the continuation 
of the activities of the institutions.
Morhipo.com mobilizes its 
expertise in sales and marketing 
in order to provide sustainable 
support to non-governmental 
organizations, grows PaylaşTIK 
project and produces the “best 
excuse for shopping”.
Non-governmental organizations 
in education, health, gender 
equality and animal rights are 
growing with the PaylaşTIK 
Project launched by Morhipo.

POSSIBILITY OF SOLIDARITY  
BY SHOPPING

Morhipo met with its customers 
thanks to the Purple Roof Women’s 
Shelter Foundation’s project, 
which has been operating since 
1990 to continue its solidarity with 
women who are facing violence 
and to strengthen the fight against 
domestic violence.  
 
Purple Roof products, which 
include design products, have 
attracted the most attention 
of customers in the PaylaşTIK 
project. All of the income 
obtained from these products is 
transferred to the foundation so 
that women can establish a life 
free from violence.

Within the scope 
of the PaylasTIK 
project initiated by 
Morhipo.com with 
the slogan “Let’s 
create a future 
with high social 
sensitivity together”, 
the revenues 
of products 
produced for non-
governmental 
organizations are 
transferred for the 
continuation of the 
activities of the 
institutions.

INVESTMENT IN SOCIET Y

To explore in detail 
the goals of 
sustainable 
development, visit
kureselamaclar.org
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“Morhipo’s customers appreciate 
ÇEKÜL’s products that operate 
for the protection of natural and 
cultural heritage in Anatolian 
cities.

Customers who buy bags and 
pencil cases with Anatolian 
patterns are protecting 
traditional values and identities 
that are about to disappear.
It is also possible to support 
the Tohum Autism Foundation, 

which aims to make an early 
diagnosis of children with autism 
“spectrum disorder” and to lead 
their integration into the society 
with special education, with the 
purchase made on Morhipo’s 
Shared page.

The income of Tohum Autism 
Foundation’s products is also 
used to spread the Foundation’s 
activities nationwide.

The products of AÇEV and TOÇEV, 
which work to implement the 
principle of equal opportunity 
in education, show that the 
most preferred area of Morhipo 
customers with a total of more 
than a thousand sales is training 
support.
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BOYNER GROUP  
VOLUNTEERS (BGV)
Boyner Group Volunteers is a corporate 
team with a passion for business, 
volunteerism, and charity

BGV is an exciting, passionate, 
determined, and ambitious 
organization that provides social 
benefits by making life more 
colorful and that enjoys it.
It functions as a corporate 
solution partner contributing to 
the identification and resolution 
of social and environmental 
problems through innovative, 
courageous, proactive, creative, 
and responsible approaches and 
sustainable practices. 

Since 2002, Boyner Group 
Volunteers (BGV) has been 
contributing to the resolution of 
social problems through projects 
and activities in the subject 
fields decided every year. The 
volunteers promoting corporate 
responsibility and sustainability 
approach also develop the sphere 
of influence by ensuring the 
participation of stakeholders in 
the events organized. Boyner 
Group Volunteers create their 
events and campaign projects 
by shaping them under the titles 
of support for needy people, 
socializing of disadvantaged 
groups, fundraising, increasing 
motivation, support for non-
governmental organizations, and 
improvement of environmental 
awareness and strategic 
philanthropy.

INVESTMENT IN SOCIET Y

To explore in detail 
the goals of 
sustainable 
development, visit
kureselamaclar.org
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BOYNER GROUP VOLUNTEERS 
TOFD DONATION
We have donated tens of 
thousands of caps to the Spinal 
Cord Paralytics Association of 
Turkey by collecting plastic caps 
with our boxes located in 
the headquarters of Boyner 
Group brands.

42ND ISTANBUL MARATHON
As Boyner Group, we ran for TEV 
( Turkey Education Foundation) in 
the Istanbul Marathon.

WORLD CLEANING DAY

Adopting the principle of nature-
oriented work and spreading 
goodness with its customers, 
Boyner organized a garbage 
collection event in Baghdad 
Street with Green Heroes Turkey 
on September 18, World Cleaning 
Day. Many environmentally 
conscious people as well as 
Boyner employees participated 
in the “plogging” event, which 
was organized by Boyner in 
cooperation with Green Heroes 
Turkey with the slogan “We are 
Working Together for a Cleaner 
World”.

Participants of the event, which 
started in front of the Boyner 
Street store, collected a total 
of 21 kg of garbage including 
various wastes such as plastic 
bottle, glass, plastic cover, 
wet wipes and masks, butts, 
which are used extensively due 
to the Covid-19 period while 
walking or jogging. In addition, 
5 kg of domestic waste, 13 kg 
of recyclable waste and 2 kg of 
plastic covers were collected and 
the clean environment approach 
was strengthened.

DECEMBER 12TH RETAIL 
EMPLOYEES’ DAY 

In order to support disadvantaged 
groups within the scope of 
the celebrations of December 
12, the Association “Let the 
Children Blow Our Pancakes” 
was collaborated with. With the 
donation made to the association 
on behalf of the employees of the 
Boyner Group, 10 pieces of cake 
were prepared and delivered to 
200 children who had not eaten 
cake before in disadvantaged 
areas through the association.
Cakes and boots and coat gifts 
were delivered to children.

ASSISTANCE TO AREAS 
AFFECTED BY NATURAL 
DISASTERS

Disaster bags and materials 
that could be useful in order to 
meet the urgent needs of the 
people of the region damaged 
by the flood disaster in the 
Western Black Sea in August 
were delivered to be distributed 
under the coordination of non-
governmental organizations 
and public institutions. The 
aid packages prepared by 
Boyner Group Volunteers for 
the clothing needs of those who 
were injured in the fires in July 
were launched to be distributed 
under the coordination of non-
governmental organizations and 
public institutions. In addition, 10 
thousand seedlings were donated 
through TEMA Foundation with 
the revenues of boyner.com.tr 
and Morhipo shopping on July 31 
and August 1.

WILL YOU SUPPORT  
ONLINE EDUCATION?
As Boyner Group Volunteers, 
we supported students who 
had distance education due 
to the pandemic and did not 
have the opportunity to access 
online education. We helped 30 
students to train online with the 
voluntary repairs made by the 
IT department of the TV, tablet, 
phone, computer donations made 
by the employees of the Boyner 
Group and the tablets that are not 
used within the Boyner Group.
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GÖNÜLDEN İŞARET  
(A Sign From The Hearth)
As Boyner Group, we remove the 
obstacles in communication with 
our “Gönülden Işaret (A Sign From 
The Hearth)” project implemented 
in cooperation with the Istanbul 
Metropolitan Municipality Directorate  
of Disabled People.

Boyner Group, defining 
differences as a force that unites 
people, has added another one to 
its diversity and inclusion goals 
within the scope of sustainability.

Boyner Group, which cares 
about creating an unhindered 
communication environment 
for its employees, business 
partners and customers, has 
launched the “Gönülden İşaret” 
(A Sign from the Heart) project 
with the support of the Istanbul 
Metropolitan Municipality 
Directorate of Disabled People so 
that its employees can learn sign 
language. 

The aim of the project is to enable 
at least one employee to learn 
sign language at the head office 
and Boyner stores. Unconditional 
customer happiness is the most 
important of our core values.

We started the “Gönülden İşaret” 
(A Sign from the Heart) project in 
order to increase unconditional 
customer happiness in Boyner 

stores, serve our customers 
with a more competent and 
more inclusive communication 
range, and most importantly, 
strengthen the bond of love and 
communication between us and 
our customers.

We also wanted to reflect this 
goal in the logo of the project and 
designed our logo by associating 
it with the ‘I love’ image in sign 
language.

Boyner Group Director of Internal 
Audit, Risk Management and 
Sustainability Emrah Özbay 
stated that the training groups 
specially created for the Boyner 
Group were entitled to receive 
participation certificates after 
a 10-week and approximately 
40-hour training and added: “We 
have created a dictionary for 
the basic words that are used in 
fashion retail.

Human Resources, Academy, 
Sustainability and Corporate 
Communication departments 

TOTAL NUMBER OF 
APPLICANTS FOR THE 
“GÖNÜLDEN IŞARET” 
(A SIGN FROM THE HEART)

400

To explore in detail 
the goals of 
sustainable 
development, visit
kureselamaclar.org

EMPLOYEE VOLUNTEERING

INVESTMENT IN SOCIET Y
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played an active role in the 
implementation of the project.
With the completion of the 
training process, we aim to 
increase the number of hearing-
impaired employees and create 
new employment opportunities.
The first semester graduates 
of the project received their 
certificates with the online 
graduation ceremony. ”

Özbay reminded that they also 
donated to the DEM Association 
on behalf of their employees who 
supported creating a barrier-free 
communication environment by 
participating in the wholehearted 
Signage project. 

“This contribution we made on 
behalf of our employees turned 
into scholarship support for the 
education of hearing-impaired 
students who have a master’s 
degree in Turkish Sign Language 
Interpreting.”



STAKEHOLDER 
ENGAGEMENT
We support the goal of 
“Partnerships for Goals” 
for a sustainable environment, 
business and society; we 
build partnerships for a better 
world with our domestic and 
international stakeholders.
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STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

Compliance WITH 
UNITED NATIONS 
GLOBAL COMPACT

Sürdürülebilir kalkınma amaçlarını 
detaylarıyla keşfetmek için,
kureselamaclar.org

As Boyner Group, 
we carry out 
our activities 
within the scope 
of Compliance 
with the Global 
Principles 
Agreement.
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UNITED NATIONS GLOBAL COMPACT SECTION IN THE REPORT

HUMAN RIGHTS

Principle 1: Businesses should support and respect the 
protection of internationally proclaimed human rights

Democracy in the Workplace, Equal Treatment Principle, Equal 
Opportunities

Principle 2: Make sure that they are not complicit in 
human rights abuses.

Democracy in the Workplace

WORKING CONDITIONS

Principle 3: Businesses should uphold the freedom of 
association and the effective recognition of the right to 
collective bargaining

Freedom of Association

Principle 4: The elimination of all forms of forced and 
compulsory labour. 

Democracy in the Workplace, Supply Chain Sustainability

Principle 5: The elimination of discrimination  
in respect of employment and occupation.

Sustainability in Supply Chain

Principle 6: The elimination of discrimination  
in respect of employment and occupation. 

Equality of Opportunity.

ENVIRONMENT

Principle 7: Businesses should support a precautionary 
approach to Environmental challenges.

Environmental Consciousness

Principle 8: Undertake initiatives to promote greater 
environmental responsibility.

Energy Efficiency in Green Buildings, Green Office, Eco-Friendly 
Partnership by Lee Cooper and Boyner, Altınyıldız- Recycled 
(Repreve) Fabric, Altınyıldız -DMX Cloud Project, Chopped Fabric 
Recycling Project

Principle 9: Encourage the development and diffusion of 
environmentally friendly technologies

Energy Efficiency in Buildings, Green Office, Eco-Friendly 
Partnership by Lee Cooper and Boyner, Altınyıldız - Recycled ( 
Repreve ) Fabric, Altınyıldız -DMX Cloud Project, Chopped Fabric 
Recycling Project

ANTI-CORRUPTION

Principle 10: Businesses should work against corruption 
in all its forms, including extortion and bribery.

Anti-Corruption
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UNITED NATIONS 
WOMEN’S EMPOWERMENT 
PRINCIPLES

Birleşmiş Milletler Kadının Güçlenmesi
Prensiplerini’ni keşfetmek için,
www.unwomen.org/en

As Boyner Group, 
we operate 
within the scope 
of the United 
Nations Principles 
of Women’s 
Empowerment.

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
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Establish 
high-level corporate 

leadership for 
gender equality.

Our Working Ecosystem
Gender Equality
Our Value Chain

Contribution to Society

Our Working Ecosystem
Gender Equality

Treat all women and 
men fairly at work – 
respect and support 

human rights and 
non-discrimination.

Gender Equality

Measure the progress of 
gender equality in your 

organization and share the 
results with the public.Our Working Ecosystem

Promote equality 
through community 

initiatives and advocacy.

Gender Equality

Promote all kinds of 
education, training, and 
profession development 

for women.

Our Working Ecosystem

Ensure the health, 
safety, and well-being of 

all women and 
men workers 

regardless of gender.

Our Value Chain

Implement enterprise 
development, supply chain, 

and marketing
practices that

 empower women.

04

02

07

03

01
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OVERSEAS STAKEHOLDERS

STAKEHOLDERS
As Boyner Group, 
we work together 
with our domestic 
and international 
stakeholders for
a better world.

To explore in detail 
the goals of 
sustainable 
development, visit
kureselamaclar.org
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DOMESTIC STAKEHOLDERS
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ILETIŞIM

DR. EMRAH ÖZBAY
Boyner Group | Internal Audit, Risk Management and Sustainability Director

Eski Büyükdere Caddesi Park Plaza No.14, Kat: 15, 34398 Istanbul / Maslak
T. +90 212 366 8900 / 8992
F. +90 212 345 0920
M. +90 549 822 2119
eozbay@boynergrup.com

OYA UZUN
Boyner Group and Boyner Buyuk Magazacilik  Corporate Communications Director 

Büyükdere Cad. USO Center Binası No:245 A K:B01-Z02 34396 Maslak, Sarıyer/İstanbul
T. +90 212 335 75 00
oya.uzun@boyner.com.tr 

BOYNER HOLDING A.Ş.
Eski Büyükdere Cad. Park Plaza No:14 Kat:15-16 Maslak / İstanbul
T 0212 366 89 00
F 0212 345 09 20
www.boynergrup.com

BOYNER BÜYÜK MAĞAZACILIK A.Ş.
Büyükdere Cad. USO Center Binası No:245 A KB01-Z02 Maslak / İstanbul
T 0212 335 75 00
F 0212 276 68 80
www.boyner.com.tr

ALTINYILDIZ TEKSTIL VE KONFEKSIYON A.Ş.
Çerkezköy Organize Sanayi Bölgesi 2. Kısım Yıldırım Beyazıt Mah. Barbaros Cad. No:71 Çerkezköy / Tekirdağ
T 0282 736 35 00 - 0282 726 70 70
F 0282 726 70 70 - 0282 736 35 99
www.altinyildiz.com.tr

BR MAĞAZACILIK A.Ş.
Pancar Organize Sanayi Bölgesi Mah. 6. Cadde No:3 Pancar Torbalı, İzmir / Türkiye
T 0232 328 1200 - 0850 455 5657
www.brmagazacilik.com.tr

HOPI
BNR Teknoloji A.Ş.
Maslak Mah. AOS 55. Sokak 42 Maslak Sitesi No:4 Kat:8 Kolektif House, Sarıyer / İstanbul

LEGAL NOTICE

Boyner Group Sustainability Report was prepared solely for informative purposes; and although it is believed 
to be correct as of the relevant period, the information prepared based on reliable sources and studies 
has not been independently verified.

Boyner Group does not warrant the accuracy of the information contained in the Report and is not responsible 
for any damages that may occur.

*Boyner Group Data includes Altınyıldız Tekstil ve Konfeksiyon A.Ş., BNR Teknoloji A.Ş. (Hopi), Boyner Buyuk Magazacilik  
A.Ş. (Boyner), BR Mağazacılık Tic. A.Ş and ve Boyner Holding A.Ş.
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